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Abstract 

-nie w r k  of artists at the Imperia1 court of Holy Roman Emperor Rudolf II ( 1576- 

16 12) cannot be isolated from underlying court belief in the "magical universe" of the late 

Renaissance. Past historiography has often focused on the personality of the Emperor 

himself, at the expense of situating works of art more specifically in the context of his 

ccllection and court. While the paintings Rudolf commissioned and collected may have 

functioned in part cis entertainment, they were also part of a collection that ivas an important 

expression of and consolidation of the ideology of rule. To this end, a number of artists at 

Rudolf s court invoked astroloçical tenets and traditional cosrnological concepts in their 

images, images which have not been explored in detail in existinç schoiarship. 

For an understanding of the iconogaphy imolved in these depictions, severai works 

of art by the Limbourg Brothers and Albrecht Dürer are discussed as examples of artistic 

production which have astroloçical and astronomical significance. These works arc 

discussed as precedents to the astral iconography in use at the court of Rudolf Il, primarily 

in the art of Georg Hoefhagel. A contestual discussion of astral science at the court, 

focusing on the work of Tycho de Brahe and Johannes Kepler, establishes the tenacity of the 

traditional cosmology at the court. The significance of cosmology in interpretations of 

works of art in the imperid Kzucr~krrrnrnc'r, especially the numerous love mythologies created 

by Bartholomaus Spranger, is then considered In conclusion, 1 offer some observations on 

the transition fiom the "magicalw univene to the "mechanistic" cosmology of the 

seventeenth century. 
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Introduction 

In his catalogue of ariists at rhe imperial court in Prague ( 1 576- 16 12), Thomas 

DaCosta Kaufmann States that the painted horoscope of Emperor Rudolf II, created in 1598 

by Georg Hoehagel, "stands as an important document for Rudolfine art and more generally 

for an understanding of the culture of the imperid court."' Kauhanrt's daim for the 

significance of the horoscope is noteworthy. As an example, raiher than an exception, of an 

artist givinç consideration to astral principles, Hoefnagel's horoscope of Rudolf I I  

demonstrates the involvement of court anists with cosmology.' 

Despite Kaufmann's observation, and the csistence of other images which have 

similar import, the secondary literature on astroIogica1 and astronomical themes in art is 

spane.' The presence of numerous astrolopn at the court of Rudolf II, coupled with the 

emperor's o m  interest in astral principles, have contributeci to the assurnption that the court 

was especially imbuedwith the "tuagical" aspects of Renaissance science.' However, even 

if Rudolfs court was extreme in such interests, it cenainly was not an exception. In 

discussing sixteenth-century court circles the role of astrolog): cannot be underestirnateci, 

' The catdogue refmred to here is Tlioiiias DaCosta h fr~ ia iu~ ,  77r Srhwluf P r q m  (Chicago. Lt~ivsrsity or 
Chicago Press, t WS), which is by far the most exhaustive on paintings at the court of R u d d  II. For the entq 
on Hoefhgel's horoscope see p.209. 
' There is no easy way to define cosmology - hcre. it is used broady to refer to a theoty of the order of the 
universe In the sixtenith century this i m l v e d  a cornplex and intncate series of aprioristic corcespandences. For 
a survey of cosmological speculation. see Pierre Duhem, Le Système ch Morde: Histoire des doctritws 
c o s m u / ~ ~ ~ t r s  Je Pfafot~ 8 Copernic (Paris: A Hermann et fils, 19 1 3); Bemulf Kanitscheidcr, K o s m ~ f ~ e :  
Geschiche trnd Systematik in P h i l ~ ~ ~ p h i ~ ~ h e r  Persp4ktive (Stuttgart: RecIam, 1984); Milton K. Munitz, 
Thrwies of the U I I ~ :  F m  Babyionim Mjth to M d n ~  kience (New York: Free Press of Glaicoe, 1957). 
' For a treatment of these themes in conjunction at the court of Rudolf C i ,  see Thomas DaCosta Kaumiann. 
"Astronomy, Technoiogy. Humanism and Art at the Entry of Rudolf Il h o  Vierma," The Mastety of Naiwe: 
Aqxctr of Art, &ienctr md Ht~rncuiistn irl rhe Rr?missuttce (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1993)- 
pp. 136-150. 

For the secondaiy litapnne surroundhg Rudoifs i n t a e n  in wrology, as well as the activities of aarologers 
at the court, see chapter two of this thesis. 



panicularly given the widespread interest in judicial astrology, almanacs, horoscopes, and 

prognosis.5 As Keith Thomas observes in Re!igion und the Decline of'bfugic, "it is certain 

that untii the mid seventeenth century, astrology \vas no private fad but a form of divination 

to which many educated people had recoune.'" 

In contextualizing these practices, it becoma evident that astrology was not thought 

to be a primitive practice or aberration. Rather, it was an integral aspect of science, court life 

and the ideology of rule. Funher, in the period under scrutiny, it is dificult, if not 

impossible, to segregate the role of the astronomer and astrologer: to do so would be to 

ignore the fundamental make-up of Renaissance science. If astronomy is the observance of 

the constitution and movements of celestial bodies, and astrology is the study of how such 

celestial phenornena influence human affairs, it is fair to say that these practices were 

intemvined weii into the early modem era. This is particuiarly apparent in the work of Tycho 

de Brahe and Johannes Kepler, perhaps the most farnous astronomen of the period, whose 

involvement with magic has not been readily acknowledged, rnuch less thoroughly 

investigated. Astrology and astronomy functioned in tandem at the court of RudoIf il, a 

phenornenon which offers important insight into the complexities of its intellectual climate. 

At Rudolfs court, science, despite its comparhnents of medicine, botany, metailurgy, and 

the rest, was intirnately linked with the whole cosrnic hierarchy. 

' As R.J.W. E a n s  observes. "the pars amund ldOO - moa of dl those immediately preceding the tum of the 
century - were amony the classic ages of chiliasm, and the pursuit of the millenium runs through much 
apparedp sober confessional debate in the period." RJ-W. Evans, Rirdolf II and his Worlri.. A Stuc@ iri 
Irrtelkcttral Hisioty (Mord: Clarendon Press. 1973). p. 276. 
The scope of these activities was not testricteci to the court citcle. as pointed out by Keith Thomas: "what is 

more. temarkable ... is that astro1ogicat intercsts werc not confined to court circlcs. or to the entourage of the 
geat as they had largely been in the Middle A g g  but w m  widely disseminateci throughout the people. For this 



rc. 

i ne work of court anim cannot be treaied in isolation from this comprehensive 

world view. Describing sixteenthcentury cosmology as "so vast in its dimensions that it 

cculd only with ditfculty bc grasped as a totality," R.J.W. Evans claims that "court 

humanism and art were the expression, even the revelation, of this massive inherited 
- 

intellectual edifice."' The extent of this daim can be seen clearly in the concept of the 

imperial Kunsfhrnmer, literaily translateci as a "cabinet of art." Research has show that the 

collecting prachccs and display involved in the Kumtkummer were intirnately bound up with 

concepts that cannot be described as anything short of magical. The Kunstkamrner was 

structured as suppon for court order and hiewchy, laying emphasis on the power of the 

Renaissance prince who exercised powver and patronage viriuouslys 

Given the symbolisrn of the Krins~kunmer, the possibility that the individual an 

works it contained wcre imbued with an analogous kind of symbolisrn is vrry real. In this 

context Jean Semec's statement with regard to planetriry and astral deities, that "their role 

should not be mistalien for a purely decorative one" is signiti~ant.~ Mythological chanicters 

survived fiom antiquity through the middle ages in conjunction with asqral science, as 

cvidenced by calcndars, zodiacs and medical texts. As for the late sixteenth- ctntury: to 

what extent did the abundance of gods and mythological figures, so popular in late 

Renaissance and Mannenst art, retain astral symbolism? 1s it simply coincidence that the 

the invention o f  printing was chietly responsible." Keith Thomas, Religion and the Declï~w ofMagic (London: 
Penguin. 1971 ), p 276. 
' Evans 1973. p.243. 

ït is beyond the scope of  these pretirninaries to discuss in greater detail the notion o f  the Krtr~stkammer and 
related concepts of microcosm and macrocosn_ For these and other related cosmological concepts see chapter 
two o f  this thesis. 

Jean  Seznec. Thr S~tnival of the Pagan Gu& mew York: Panthcon Books, 1953). p.5. 



pagan gods were depicted with frequency in artistic circles at a time when astrology and 

astronomy were so intepl  to court activities? In suggesting the relevance of astral science 

to the continued depiction of mythological characters, the large number of paintings 

involving planetary deities at the court of Rudolf II afford striking matenal for investigation. 

The independence and role of the artist within this framework is important as wvell: Evans 

suggests that the "the sixteenth-century artist could be respected as a man whose powers 

were not only distinctive, but literally supematural. What was at stake was not his 

individuality but his role as communicator, and thus his muse was not subordinate to any 

other Lay of investigating the world."1° In this scheme, the creations of anists overlapped 

with the experiments of scientists and the muse of pets. As will be dixussed in chapter No, 

there is evidence of collaborative endeavors, such as that of the court painter Bartholomtius 

Spranger and Paulus Fabritius, the court astronomer, on the Imperia1 Entrance arch for 

Rudolf II. it is not surpnsing that within this context several disciplines could be embraced 

by an individual at once. The notion of a pattern of natural things \vas a link between what 

are now seemingly disparate activities. 

Yet the period under scrutiny is described in the a ~ a l s  of science as experiencing 

a profound break witb traditional cosmology, a break to which the celestial observations of 

Tycho de Brahe and the laws of motion of Johannes Kepler are of vital importance.*' A 

growing "malaise," and the eventual "debunking" of astrology are central to 

characterizations of the scientific revolution. But what kind of "revolution" or shifi was 

lu Evans 1973, p.255. 
l '  Tor a detailed discussion of the scient& revalution see .Alexander Koyré, From the C*Iu.rtd IVur/t/ ru the 
hljfi~ire U~tiwrse (Baltimore: Johns H o p k  Press, 1957). 



involved? Traditionally, the magical universe of Rudolf II has k e n  charactenzed as one of 

passive contemplation and observance of nature, as opposed to the domination and mastery 

over nature advocated by Francis Bacon, the herald of this change in scientific method. 

What will corne to the fore in the following investigation of the Rudolfine court is 

that the artists and scientists of the magical universe investigated and approached nature in 

a manner which does not easily faIl under the labels of "passive" or "contemplative." It will 

be shown that painting by Bartholomaus Spranger and Hans von Aachen cm be interpreted 

in terms of astral symbolism, heightened by theù place in the Kunstkamrner. Past interpreters 

have focused on the erotic qualities of these works, for example Kenneth Clark who 

descri bed Rudol fine art as "ripe wi t h feverish lubricity" and "ernbarrassing erotica," or 

Philip S. Fehl who descnbed Spranger's paintings as "works in which the gods are used to 

engage in quasi-coital embraces in our presence - not like the go& will them but rather like 

amatory giadiaton at the service of a gloating eye."" As suggested by Thomas DaCosta 

Kauham such irrtemretations are in need of revision." Within the imperid Kunstkammer, 

these art works were part of a collection imbued with a cosrnological syrnbolism that was 

frir frorn passive in its scope. Once the fundamentals of the K ~ k u m m c r  are understood, 

'' Kmeth  Clark, Rte NI& (Nevu York: Pantheon Boohs, 1956), p.336; Philip Fehl, "Titian and the Olympic 
Gods the Cmrrrrro fur Phil@ If*" Eia11o c! I2r~zia. Corirvgio h~rrrrrrt-totiuk di S I I ~ I  (Venice: Neri P o a a  
Editore, 1980). p. 143. The most recent discussions ofRudolfine love mythologies are: K d  S c h i i ~  The Empire 
of the Senses: Bartholomaus Spranger's Fiemish Romanist paintings for the Emperor Rudolf 11 of 
Habsburg"FmR i 5 ( 1  995): pp. 18-48; Lubomir Koneëny. "Sources and Significance o f  Two Mythological 
Paintings by Banholomâus Spranger," Jahtbrtch der 1i;t11~is1historischen ~mmlttngerr in aïen, 85 ( 1  989lI99O): 
pp.2240. 
'"ohornas DaCosta Ka- "Eros et Poesl'cl: la Peinture a la cour de Rodolphc ii," Rawe & I 'An 18, no.69 
(1985)- p.19. As Kauhann points out. "evcr since the end o f  the nineteenth cennuy, when historians and 
kistorians of an undenook serious midy of art in Prague at the timc o f  Rudoif IL the opinion that the works 
commissioned and collecteci by the emperor suited him due to th& erotic, even pornographie nature, has 
becorne firdy established." (Translation is my own) 



it becornes problematic to describe the artists and scientists who worked at Rudolf s court 

in ternis of limitations, or as seeking "to reveal facts in thcir tnie nature rathcr than to change 

It wil1 do well to note that the importance of Rudolf's collection w u  sicknowldged 

in 1604 by Karel van Mander, who in his Schilderbotrck declared Prague a vital center for 

the arts, and Rudolf II "the greatest art patron in the world at the present tirne."" By 

numerous accounts, Rudoif as Holy Roman Emperor gathered around him a vast milieu of 

leamed artists, scientists and schulars. The question as to what extent profane art existed in 

conjunction witli astrology and astronomy takes on a panicular poignancy given Prague's 

importance as a center for astronomical studies, studies which were central to the transition 

from the magical to the mechanistic universe. The paradigm of the 16' century as an 

increasingly empiricsl one that simply rrjwtrd its prrcedents in magic and the occult 

continues to hold ground. And yet, it i; ditticult to perceive any son of schisrn between 

astrology and astronomy, or magic and science at the court of P,udolf II. As Frances Yates 

observed, "a great problem for the future is to elucidate the steps by which the magical 

universe lost its magic and gave way to the mechanical universe. And here the world of 

Rudolf II m u t  contain many of the clues. It was, after all, the world which Kepler chose to 

work in."'" 

14 Evans 1973, p.274. 
1 s Karel van Mander, Htr Schilderbwck (ntr Liws  of the III~~srrious .Vetherlmdish a d  G e m r  Painfers), 
Hessel hliedema tram (Dornspijk: Davaco. 1 994). fol. iiii. In the same passage Van Mander stressed "the 
temarkable number of outstandino and precious. imerestins u n d  and priceless works*' in the Imperia1 
coIlections. and urged feflow art lovers to visit. 
18 Fraces Yates. "Imperial Mysteries." Niw Stafe.mmt. May (1  973): p.735. 



Elucidating this claim will take us beyond Hoefhagel's horoscope into an 

investigation of images which are intimately bound up in the cosmology of the day. From 

Georg Hoefnagel 's carefully designed pictorial horoscope, to Gi useppe Arcimboldo's 

portrait of Rudolf II as Vertumnus, to Bartholomiius Spranger's depictions of mythological 

lovers, the magical univene will emerge in al1 its complexity. The extent and means by 

which this magical world view changed remains to be seen. 

* * * * * *  

This thesis is divided into three chapters. In the first, 1 offer some background on 

principles of astral science. The prayer book known as Les Très Rrches Heures (now in 

Musée Condé, Chanti1ly)created by the Limbourg Brothers for Jean Duke of Berry is then 

discussed in terrns of artistic production combining precise astronomical observations with 

highly persona1 subject matter - evidence of the conjunction of art, astrotogy and astronomy 

which wouid continue in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This is fotlowed by a 

discussion of the star charts of AIbrecht Dürer, the fint printed maps of the heavens and an 

important example of an artist combining precise astronomical data with mythological 

depictions. 

These earlier examples provide precedents for rny study of works of an at the court 

of Rudolf II. Focusing in chapter two on the activities of sciemists at the Rudolfine court, 

astrology and astronomy, and the scope of their influence will be discussed in detaii. The 

"magical" aspects of science at the court will be discussed as stimuiating rather than 

impeding new developments in cosmology. Within this conte* the horoscopes and 

allegories created by court artist Georg Hoehagel for Rudolf II wi11 be analyzed. 
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in chapter three I will consider the place of art works within the imperial 

Kumtkamer, and the role of the K u n s t h e r  in the cosmic hierarchy and ideotogy of nile. 

Given the evidence of chapter two, [ argue that works of art in the Kunsrhrnrner cannot be 

discussed as exempt fiom symbolism or the cosmological significance accorded to rhe 

collection as a whole. In light of what emerges, a fresh analysis of the mythologicd painting 

created by Banholomiius Spranger and Hans von Aachen is offered. Karei van Mander's 

translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses, the so-dled "painter's bible," is show to contain 

astral references which are of importance in understanding these mythological painting. 



Cbapter 1 

Art, astrology and astronomy : problems and prcedents 

n i e  superstition of astrology has its origin in our dun sense of some vast cosmic unity. 
Expenence tells u s  that the heavenly bodies which are nearest us have a decisive infhxnce on 
weather and plant We. We need only move higher, stage by stage, and who can say where this 
influence ceases? The astronomer observes that the heavenly bodies are subject to mutual 
disturbances; the philosopher is inciined, nay forœd, to  assume that action can take place even 
at the greaten distances; thus man, in his presentiment, d s  only to  go a stage fiirther, and 
he will extend such influences to the moral life, to happiness and misfortune. Such fanciful 
ideas, and othen of the same kind, I cannot even caU superstition; they corne naturally to us 
and are as tolerable and as questionable as any other fait h. 

-  GO^, in a letter to  Schitler. 1798 

A system of belief as complex and dense as asnology is characterized only with 

di llicul ty. As the historian Kei th Thomas observes, "astroloby was probably the rnost 

ambitious attempt evrr made to reduce the baffiing diversity of human affairs to somr son 

of intelligible order."' In an evolution spanninp diverse ancient sources. from the cosmology 

of the Babylonians and Assyrians, to developments by the Greeks and Romans, to Arab 

practitioners in the Middle Ages, astrology remained an essential aspect of the western 

intellectual hune-work until at least the mid-seventeenth century.' Exhibiting tlexibility and 

tenacity, astrology was integral to scientific thought during the Middle Ages and 

Renaissance. If a characterization is needed, astrology could be described as a system 

capable of adaptùig to environments very di fferent from the one in which it originated. This 

' Keith Thomas, R~l~gior i  ami the D3cl;r~ of Mclgic (London: Psnguin, 1971), p.335. 
' 1 have foünd tfic fûl1oi;;lng :ait; uxfùl far :lx listu;). of s ~ o ' l o m  crnd w.rofio;ny: Pûtrick Curry, ed., 
=isrrology. Scicrice ami Sociey: Hisrorrcd h u y s  Wew Hampshire: BoydeIl Press, 1087); Edward Grznt. 
Planers. Stars cnd Orbs: m e  Medïeiw/ Cosmos. 11200-168 7 (Cambridge: Cambridge trnivenity Press, 1 994); 
Thomas Kuhn, Z k  Copmicm Rerdurion: Planera+). Asttonomy in the Developmerrr of Westrun~ Thot~ghr 
(Cambrid_pe: Harvard University Press. 1957): Pamck Moore. Watchers qf the Stars Mano:  Michael Joseph 
Limite4 1974); Jirn Tester. A Histoty of W e s f m  Ashofogy (Suffok: St Edrnunston Press, 1987); Keith 
Thomas, Rrligiorr ancl the Declirrr of Magic (London: Penguin Books, 1971); D.P. Walker, Spirifilai a& 



chapter will consider some principles basic to astrology as a system of belief, before 

considenng some images fiom the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries which are laden with 

astral symbolism. This will provide the bac kground necessary for understanding the tenacity 

of the pagan cosmology at the court of Rudolf II, and aid in the analysis of the depictions 

with astral import created there. 

It is dificuit to discem any sort of sustained skepticism of astrology before the 

seventeenth century, the penod during which cnticisms of its practices would gradually 

corne to a climax. In the century and a half between Copernicus and Newton, astronomical 

dixoveries would contribute to a shifl fkom astrology as encompassing universal syrnbolism, 

to a separate and ultimately belittled system of belief. Yet the tenacity of astrological 

practices cannot be underestimated.) If astronomy is the observance of the constitution and 

movements of celestial bodies, and astrology is the study of how such celestial phenornena 

influence human affairs, it is fair to Say that the practices of astronomy and astrology were 

intertwined well into the early modem era. The desire to observe the heavens was 

ine.xtricable from a fear or belief in celestial influence. As will be developed in chapter NO 

of this thesis, the roles of asnologer and astronomer were deeply conmcted in the late 

Renaissance court circle of Rudolf II. 

This is not to emphasize unity at the expense of discord It is merely to suggest, dong 

with Roy Porter, that "no longer.. .is it acceptable to cast the demise of astrology or sorcery 

Demor~ic Mec (London: Warburg Institute, 1958). 
The idea that astrology played a role in the work of later scientists such as Isaac N w o n  (1642-1727) is a 

much debated one. As quoted m Tester 1987, p.230: "the astrologers say that whcn Halley spoke disparagingly 
of asuology, Newton rniIdly rebuked him: 'Sir, 1 have studitd these things - you have not.'" 1. Bernard Cohen 
contested the validity of this nory in "Query No. 99: Isaac Newton - an advocate of astroiogy?," Isis XXXIII 



in ternis of ignorance and irrationality bowing before the triumphal car of observation, 

experirnent and scientific methociVA Scientific knowledge is not a transcendental force for 

progress - it must be historically understd as plural, embodying vanous interests, and 

mobiliRng the daims of groups and classes. The seeming paradoxes resolved within 

astrology as a system of belief offer important clues to the intellectual dimate of the priod 

Perhaps the most obvious example, in nomenclature as well as visual imagery, is the 

continued depiction of the mythological deities of antiquity. How was this resolved in the 

Christian era? 

For an understanding of this phenomenon, Jean Seznec's analysis in Survival of the 

Pagan Gods is crucial.' While Seznec's analysis of mythological depictions occun within 

the parameters of debunking the traditional antithesis beheen the Renaissance and Middle 

Ages, the goal of this fint chapter is less Io@. In establishing some principles basic to 

astrology from pagan times to the Renaissance, the extent to which mythology survived as 

a concomitant of astrology, and indeed amonorny, will be discussed. ?hic wil1 cotrtrihute 

to a possible contextual understanding of some examples of works of art imbued with astral 

princi ples - the "'zdiac man" created by the Limbourg brot hers in the earl y fi fieenth century, 

and the shy charts Albrecht Dürer designed roughly one hundred years later. With these 

examples, the extent and means by which the gods of antiquity surviveci, in thought and 

depiction, will be discemed This background will prove integral to the subsequent chaptecs 

- - - 

(1941). pp. 60-61. 
Roy Porter, nhtrod~cti~n,nScience. Ct~fmre md Popt</ar &liefin Renuisu~ce Etirope, Stephm Pumfiey & 

Paolo Rossi & Maurice Slawinski, eds. (Manchester Manchester University Press, 199 1 ), p.3. 
s Jean Sunec, SUNAU/ of the Pugrm Go& (New York: Pantheon, 1953). 
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on the court of Rudolf 11 when demonstrating the continuai tenacity of mythological figures 

and the traditional cosmoiogy in the visual imagery of the sixteenth century. 

1.1 Basic principles of early astral science 

Central to the astrology of the Babylonians, Greeks and Egyptians alike is the 

assumption that heavenly bodies behave in a predictable fashion as opposed to the flux and 

change of terrestrial entitiesa6 The superior and immutable bodies of the celestial world rule 

over the terrestrial. The stars each have distinct qualities and transmit their influence to 

human beings, with the effects vayng depending on the rnovernents of the heavens. The 

groupings of stars in constellations formed the twelve signs of the zodiac: against this fixed 

background and in finite space wandering stars, eventually qualified as planets, shified 

positions in relation to the eanh and each other7 An example h m  a medieval 1.atin 

manuscript shows the sun personified as a male figure, standing with a halo of rays at the 

center of a sphere adorned with the zodiac signs that have been retained to this day for the 

constellations: scorpio, gemini, tau-, and so on. (fig. 1) Each sign is marked with its name 

and the parts of the body which it controls. The positions of these constellations at any given 

time were essential to astral science: the astrologer, in drawing maps of the heavens, or 

horoscopes, couid analyze the positions of the celestial bodies and assess the implications. 

In conjunction with astronomicai observations, a horoscope could also be ascertaineci for the 

It is beyond the smpe of this chapter to delve into the intricacies of t h e x  coscï~lûgcs. Fj; a d a d c d  
discussion of Sabylonim myth, the Ionims, P,zhqoreurs, md Plata see XZilton K. XIuni~itr, 7hc.orics a f r k  
Clitiirrse (New York: Free Press, 1957), pp. 1-1 15. 
Wflhin the Ptolemaic system, scienti~s did not conceive o f  an uifinite numher of sdar synems or the vast 

distances which separate the stars. This point is re-iterated in Thomas 1971, p.337. 



future. This system of belief was intimately bound up with the concept of the microcosm, 

to be discussed in greater detail in what follows. For a visual analysis, a medieval Latin 

manuscript in Munich proves usefui (fig.7). Clearly marked "microcosmos," the miniature 

shows a man among the four elements, al1 depicted and labeled in the four corners of the 

image. The world consists of these elements just as man does, as emphesized by the rays 

which are drawn fiom the body to the symbols for fire, air, earth and water. A halo surrounds 

the figure's head, and rays drawn to the parts of the face fiom the halo contain the nmes of 

planetiiry deities. 

The iconography of these medieval images depicting the microcorn varies. Figures 

are depicted under the influence of the fixed stars of the constellations, as show in an 

example from a manuscript in Viema (fig.3). Other dqpictions Focus on the influence of the 

planets, as symbolized in a miniature in Copenhagen by the spheres, al1 depicting the 

planets, which cover the human figure (fig.4). What can be discerned from these images is 

the prevalence of a belief in astral influence which continued h m  pagan times through the 

medieval period. As pointed out by Keith Thomas, there was nothing esoteric about these 

assumptions - astrological doctrines were part of the educated man's vision of the universe 

well into the sixteenth centq." 

As for the nomenclature used for the stars and planets, Seznec refers to the 

"mythologization" of celestial bodies as fully accomplished at the end of the p-an An 

P 1.i r tiuiirns i Ç f  t ,  p.337. 
'3 &.TL:- - ***:e - 

1 iua iGsiiuiiLauuiï tjf iht s& wIiU *id Ldle.. . i+-*aj iht  &id jjf&\;t üf a ~ûfiip:u i ~ & î i ~ i i .  Füï îhi . . 
CÛ~&C!!Ü~XS, s fi: t ! ~  plzïn&s L!C p-s of " ~ v < b ! û ~ ü ü : i ~ i i *  WÛS  SC&*^ if GÛ: cû;;tinmi." 1353, 
p. 35. !! &&d h= +! n d c  nf &q*>i +$-*y c-?t&-& cf &&ng cz amh !i.=. 

a-- - 
Munt  C)lympus). 



early example of such "mythologization" are the writings of Eudoxus of Cnidus (408-353 

B.C.). A pupil of Plato's. Eudoxus employs mythoIogica1 nomenclature in his attempt to 

make intelligible the motion of heavenly bodies.'* Eratosthenes (284-204 B.C.) continued 

this practice, giving each of the constellations mythological significance, and connecting the 

signs of the zodiac with heroes of Fable. The Lion, for example, is the lion overcome by 

Hercules; the Bull is derived €rom the story of ~uropa." Semec observes that at this stage 

the fusion between astronomy and mythology is so complete that no further distinction i s  

made benveen them - antonamers and aitrtrologen were sirnultaneouily mythn-mphen " 

In like manner. the planets were also "mythologzed'. Early Greek cosmographers 

hrid leamed fiom the Babylonians to distinguish five wandering stars fiom the fixed stars of 

the constellations, and following their example, the Greeks consecrated each wandenng star 

to the pssesqion of a mythological deity l 3  Yet; ac with the fixed conste;teliations; equivafence 

with mythological characters was an evolutionary process. As Seznec emphasizes, the 

planets in Plato's time did not have "mie names", with the names of the gods merely 

indicatine posse~sion.~' In the third century in Alexandria each planet was described in 

10 F-- J: -- -Cl--- J- .--.- - C P - : A . -  Sa---:-- % A C 7  &- L . l  11.- --:- - - L E - - .  - --- - - . - -  
i VI 6 U t ~ U ~ ; ~ l i  Ui L U U V A L A S  Ut LlUUW s e  L V L U I U U  I f 2  t ,  )IF. VA-. I;S 1 1 1 4 1 1 1  O ~ ~ U S V & I I S L ~ L  W 0 3  hk %J?c% ~f 

:;*.=,:y -s-,zz cri:& kq 5 2  &-*p::üfi cf $&.*.&y ,=ù::üz- 
" .Ihe tex! by htnshen-e r&& !n ic 5s C~~~!r.firmi. Chmec !Q51, p.3.  -p tnhc f i~s  iz Act rem~mhprd 
fnr the f i ta  Grntific ralnilarinn nf the mnh'c cirn~mformcc 
" Seznec gves as an example the Augustan pet. HyMus. Seznec 1953. p. 38. 
'h@n. it is bemnd the sape of  this chapta to delve imo the mtriarcies of Babyionian cosmolow However. 
it Îs important to note that the names of the î ke  wandering stars Nebo, Ishtar, Nergai, Marduk and Nim% were 
r d  successively by the Egyptians, Gr& and Romans. This was not sirnply an issue of nomenclam: each 
group substituted deities which bore resemblance in character to the Babylonian gods. The Roman Names 
chosen are, o f  course, Mercury, Venus, Man, Jupiter, Satum. In Greek, the planetary deities are Hermes, 
Aphrodite, Ares, Zeus, and Cronus. To the Egyptians. Mars and Jupiter were known as H o m s  the Red and 
OsiRs, and in Phyrgia the plana Venus is saaed to Cybeie, mother of the gods. On these diering cosmologies, 
see Frans Johames Bol, Smigiaube rimiS~enHdeunutg: die Geschi&re w d h  Wese11 akr Asfrdoge (Leipzig: 
B.G. Teubner, 1926). 
'' Semec 1953, p.39. 



purely scientific nomenclature, for example Mercuxy was "the Brilliant One", Saturn the 

"Shining one." Eventually this approach shifted again in favor of designating planets as the 

possession of gods. to being identified as gods during the end of the Roman Republic. '' 
Divinities became incorporated and evenhially completely identified with the wandering 

stars. I6 

The c r u  of Semec's analysis is that this identification of the gods with celestial 

bodies, their "absorption" by the stars and planets, assured their b-survival" - that in the last 

centuries of paganism belief in the divinity of the heavenly bodies grew even stronger. In a 

sense, the deities of antiquity found refiige in the celestial spheres. Dunng the decline of the 

ancient world, the planetary week was adopteci, the stars were thought to determine the fate 

of individuals by their movements, and everyone, "from the Emperor down to the circus 

groom, had recourse to the arts of the Chaldean soothsayers, a htemity as indispensible as 

it was il1-famed."17 As a means of understanding heavenly activitv: the astrologer's craft 

continued to be feared and invoked." 

'' Scznlz  pxvidcs sûme Enyükiii a d y k  ro jupport his point: "in the Hdlenis sountries the sircuiiilocution 
5 &mhp mu' w&ou (the star oFshanos) yives way to the simple substantive ~ & v u o  (chronos). S3w thk 
is not m,o:e!y z !k,?,rIs:ic change; it impiies 3 maàüàwtion in the retigious conce?;tion of the They s e  
no bnger regrded as being subject to ccrtaùi divinities who supposedly control their movements or who excrt 
patronage over them.. .The seven bodies which move periodically within the zodiacal band are henceforth figures 
within which divinity is incorporated - completely identified with it fiom this time fornard.. .if the go& are 
symbols for cosmic powers, mythology ceases to bc absurd and immoral. in fact, this rationalist interpretation 
legitiked for most people the dcification of the heavenly bodies, which as we have already seen, was 
irresistiily suggested to them by the ssvonomical nomenclanuc." Sunec 1953, pp.4û-41. 
l6 This Ô1sion of go& and amal bodies is particuiariy evident in the mitmgs of  the Stoiq who were "constaritly 
concemeci.. .for reconciling philosophy with respm for the ancient befiefs." See for example the witings of 
Zeno (336265 BC). Semec 1953, p.40. 

17 Seznec 1953, p.41. 
" Sources on artmlogy in the Roman Empire include Marcus Maniiius, Aszrorromi~~~m. a lengthy poem 
composeci in the 6rst century. Ptolemy wrote Tenatiblias or Four Bookr on the Influence of lhe Sturs - of 
course he is more renowned for his AIll~lgesl which encompassexi the Ptolemaic system of the universe which 
remained authoritativt for more than Meen centuries. 
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Astrology continued to be practiced and accepted as a system of belief throughout 

the rnedieval period.'' Indeed, astrology had becorne relevant in more than celestial 

observation, uniting indeed dominating, what may now appear to be seemingly disparate 

spheres of activity - mineralogy, botany, zoology, physiology, and medicine.?' Concordances 

with planets and zodiacal signs served as the basis of classification of the elements, seasons, 

and humon." As will be discussed in the subsequent section of this chapter on the "zodiac 

man" created by the Limbourg brothers, the celestial divinities reconciled astrology, 

astronomy and anatomy. Medicine was based upon astral principles. It should be stressed 

that these principles were not confined to leamed circles, and gained general cwrency in 

popular encyclopedias as early as the thirteenth century, pending their further popularization 

7 7 

in the fourteenth century in books of hours and calendars." 

This is not to underestimate the potential opposition of the church during the 

Christian era. As Senec points out, given the identification of the planets and constellations 

with pagan deities, "it would therefore seem that Chnstianity had nothing but cause to abhor 

19 L'p ta the 12" centus; sources inctude Macrobius' comrnentaq on the Som~ritrrn kipia~nts, firmicus 
Maternus, Latin commentaries on Plato's 7?tnae~s, Isidore, Bede. For other sources see Lynn Thorndike, R 
Hisror). oJMagic micl E A - r n ~ a  Scimcr (New York: Columbia University Press, 1923 -58) vol.1, pp.690- 
69 1. As pointed out by Seznec, up to the tweIfth century. ''the focus of astrotogy was in Byzantium, where it 
reappeared hand in hand with astronorny aiter the seventh century deçüne. In spite of isolateci cases on the part 
of churchmm it flourished the= more and more b-Iy tiii the fàü of the Eastern Empire." Semec 1953, p. 5 1. 
Semec also comments on the influence of Arabic sources. pp. 52-55. 
Scmec 1953, p.45. 

" The Middle Ages are often characteriad as cncycIopedic in spirit, with a concern for unification that wouId 
be in üne with concordances. Correspondences wiil be discussed as n d e d  in what foUows - some prelùninary 
examples include ünks betwecn the pianets and the elements - Mars and Fue, Jupiter and Air, Mercury and 
Warer, etc. Dame wouid take this evm further and draw parallels between the planets and the seven h i  ans. 
- r 9  

'- Harry Bober, "The Zodiacal Miniature of the Trés Heures of the Duke of Berry - Its Sources and 
Meaning," J o t i m /  of the Wcubrtrg anà Corrrt~rrldlndinries 1 1 ( 1948). p. 1 1 for a discussion of the popularity 
of books of hours and caiendars. 



pagan astrology and oppose it.'" Such resistance is evidenr in the early y e a n  of Christianity. 

when depictions of zodiacs and horoscopes were "severely censurable" for their postulated 

predestination. which appeared to be inconsistent with the faith." It is notewonhy that 

attempts to eradicate astrology were rare. What was objected to by the church was not 

astrology as a systern of belief, but the concomitant use of pagan symbolism in the fonn of 

mythological symbolism and nomenclature. Attempts were made to Christianize the zodiac 

and the mythological days of the week, as demonstrated in several exarnples located by 

Semec. in the Carolingian period, Hirenicus attempted in a poem on the zodiac to adj ust the 

twelve signs to ones of Christian symbolism. For example, Arîes becarne the Lamb of God. 

A ninth century manuscript substitutes Abraham for Cancer, Job for Aries, and Daniel for 

~ e o .  2S 

These attempts were shon lived and did not meet much success. Icdeed, the 

examples of the church absorbing and containing astrological elements are more numerous. 

Theologians would often prove receptive to asboiogy in their use of cosmological principles 

to present a summa. or total view? For St. Au-&ne (353-340). the idea of siellar influence 

was very real, and he reconciled it with his belief that the power of the stars couid be 

overcome by man's free will and the grace of god, claiming howledge of natural history and 

3 suie :953, p-5:- sLwlS &,.= =, L_L- st h . . t  -----LA- .r- P.IL.-- r -  -L---L- 
A  au^ i cprvawrui~ UIS umoriniu rut w J c r  r uib 

"*ha I(o.*c anrl mrrnthr mnA t:- an4 S.--" Zr. tko -O- nCu.itoiil --A hm-ri4.r a t m - r  tn .. .hLk ohm. .(or;ro 
U.C WJ J Y ~ Y  ..IY.I..W -.Y . ~ b a * J  -.Y J-3 U b  b w b b C  Yb ..H..* C U b Y  Y C e a J  C a 4 . . A a C & A b i  b u  * * a ~ u & s  b . a C j  Y-JUC 

again to be in bandage." Galatians 49-10. 
?1 Rokr 1 948, p 3 
2s For a disaission of these examples see Semec 1953, 0.50. As for the days of the week "in the Latin litu-_v. 
the church adopted new designations: fin'u pn'ma..firia sean&* etc. but these were not welcomed. either by 
men of learning or the populace." Sezncc: 1953. p.43. He dso points out chat in the seventeenth century, 
attempts were made to 'Chnstianize' the sky, as in for example the atlas of Julius Schiller, Cavium st~ i fu~~ i rn  
Christiamm ( 1627). 
'6 Bol1 1926, pp.29-3 1 



astronomy as vital for an understanding of scripture and divine things." There is a belief in 

the potency of the stars in the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas ( 1225- 12741, who describes 

stars as deterrnining character and leading people to sin." Dante ( 1265- 132 1 1. while 

affirming freedom of the will, at the sarne time recognized the influence of cosmic forces 

on the  sou^.'^ 

In reconciling cosmic influence with fiee will, astrology could continue as a basis 

of profane culture. ParalJels between pagan wisdom and the Bible became comrnonplace, 

for example, the association of Sibyls and prophets, and the seven celestial spheres as gifis 

of the Holy In the middle of the fourth century, the church of Rome officially fixed . 
the twenty-fiflh of Decernber as the date of Christ's nativity, the same day which had marked 

the binh of the Sun in pagan religions.3' Christianity assimilated many pagan elements 

instead of eradicating them. A limited belief in the power of the heavenly bodies seems to 

have k e n  retained, a belief that was to be revived with great fervor during the Renaissance. 

For medieval astrologers, the celestial bodies "camot act in a manner contrary to the will 

of çod; they may not force a man to sin. However they do continue to hnction as sigm 

through which the dei- announces His henevolent or threatening intent."32 

As such, there was an increase in the prestige of a s t r o l o ~  in the twelfth to the 

fourteenth centuries. Belief in the effects of planetary conjunctions - a conjunction in the 



same constellation of the three major planets, Saturn, Mars and Jupiter - was thought to 

precipitate illness, war, famine, and religious upheavals. For example, the BIack Death of 

1348 \vas anributed to such causes." The importance and legtimacy of stellar mythology 

in the middle ages was expressed by the astrologer William of Conches ( 1080- 1 150): "This 

way of treating celestial things is legitimate; without it we would not know in what part of 

the s b  a given sign is located how many stars it contains. nor how they are arranged'"'' 

Astrologers became important advisors in the court circles of HoIy Roman Emperor 

Frederick II of Hohenstaufen ( 1 194-1 250), Alfonso the Wise, King of Castile and Leon 

(122 1-1284), and Charles V, King of France (1338-1380). This trend continued in the 

Renaissance, when links between astrologers and the church were further strengthened: 

Porx Julius II ( 1443- 15 13 1 based the date of his coronation on calcufations of astrologers. 

Pope Leo X ( 1475- 152 1 ) founded a chair of astrology at Sapienze, with sirnilar positions at 

the universities of Bologna, Padua and Pans. 

But before discussing the continued prestige of astrology in the Renaissance, it seems 

relevant to consider how astrology epitomized an exact science in the fifieenth-century 

prayer book of Jean, Duc de Berry. This will demonstrate the pervasiveness of astrology in 

court circles, as well as the marner in which astral principles united seemingly disparate 

spheres of activity for an dl-encompassing cosmology. The "zodiac man" illutmtes how the 

astrological vision of the world was intirnately bound up with the concept of the microcosm. 

As will be shom in chapter two of this thesis, such a cosmology was still in effect at the 
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coun of Rudolf II. with the mythological deities continuing their reign in both astral science 

and image. 

1.2 Astral principles in the Très Riches Heures of the Duke of Berry 

The appearance of a zodiac in a prayer book is fhther indication of astrology king 

tolerated, indeed, embraced, by members of the church. Images of the pagan gods had 

enjoyed unintempted use throughout the Middle Ages, often for "rnagical" purposes, and 

in ecclesiastical settings. For exarnple, monasteries had collections of antique cameos and 

intaglios as eariy as the seventh century. Gems bearing effigies of the gods were often 

mounted on crosses and book covers in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries and according 

to Senec, "it is unmistakably as amulets that they are used, and in a distinctly religious 

spirit."" The Arabic text G114a. or in Latin Picwtrir. is  fiiriher demonmative of the magical 

principles of medieval science. Translated into Spanish at the court of Alfonso X ( 122 1 - 

1284), the text was widely circulated in the middle açes as a source book for conciliating 

spirits and using their power. The Picufrix describes some fifly images of fixed stars, 

planets, and zodiacal sips, and includes instructions on how to \vin the favor of hpiterf6 

Belief in the influence of the plane6 was widespread and treated seriously. 

Within this context the nurnerous tracts on astrology and astronomy in the fifteenth- 

century library of Jean, Duke of Beny, hardly seem e~ce~tional. '~ Further evidence of the 

Duke's interest in cosmological maners can be found in his penonai payer book, known as 



the Très Riches Heures, a manuscript nchly illuminated by the Limbourg Brothers, and lefi 

unfinished at the time of the Duke's death in 14 16. As pointed out by Mitlard Meiss, the 

7 % ~  H~lres Heures is exceptional in two respects. First, the Limbourg Brothers gave an 

unprecedented prominence to their patron and his properties. And second, the wealth of 

calendrical and astronomical information included "distinguish it at once fiom al1 other 

manuscripts of its kind."" The combination of precise astronomical observations and 

depictions particular to the patron of the Tr6.y Riches Heures exemplifies how precise 

observations of the heavens were brought to bear on the life of an individual. 

This is illustrated by the January scene, which shows the Duke with his entourage 

(fig.5). A lavish feast has been laid out in the foregound, and the Duke of Berry is seated 

at the nght of the table wearing regal robes and a fur hat. His back is to the fire in front of 

which stands a wicker tire screen. Above his head is a canopy bearing numerousfleurs-de- 

l i s ,  swans and bears: symbols of royalty and the house of the duke. The lavish setting 

emphasizes his wealth; there is a table on the left side of the image bearing numerous luxury 

items. A nurnhrz of pages \mit upon the duke. The scene is thus personalized through clearly 

recognizable elements of the house of the Duke of Berry. 

Above the January scene, as for al1 the other months, is an arch depicting the signs 

of the zodiac, in this case Capricorn and Aquarius. included in esch arch is a depiction of 

a bearded charioteer driving a Pegasus type horse with wings, carrying a sun emitting rays 

of light - likely a depiction of Apollo as the sun god. Astral science had retained its 

38 b LVUU~A 8-11 2 u ~.&aa, NI--- -  Fr~ttcI; tniTiifii%" A ï  ;hcc i.tiicC ~ t~ '~c<3 i t  d? Bc'f7-y: & h & q g S  d m2k C ' o i i k m p ~ f ~ u i e ~ ,  2 
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attachrnent to pagan symbolism. Heavenly bodies were still identified with the gods; in ths  

case, Apollo is identified with the Sun. 

The other months depict a variety of feasts and activities, as dictated by the 

ascendancy of each planet in the cycle of months. January is one of four months in the 

calendar in which the arches are unfinished (the others are April, May and August). in the 

other months astronomical data is included The October scene depicts the activity of sowing 

on the banks of the river Seine in front of the palace of Charles V, the Louvre (fig.6). Above 

the scene, the outermost circle of the arch gives the zodiac signs of solar travel during the 

month, while the imermost circle gwes the consecutive days of the month. The line 

separating the pictures of the zodiac s ips  enables the viewer to read the date at which the 

sun transgresses fiom one sign into the next. 

This wealth of astronomical data has been interpreted as an imposition of rational 

order on the changing world below." The scenes cannot be treated in isolation of the arches 

above. Astronomy was deeply relevant to the Limbourg Brothers' presentation of the world 

of the Duke of Beny. The inclusion of fiirther astronomical tables and columns on the verso 

of the calendar months is suggestive of their collaboration with someone learned in astral 

science. As analyzed by Ono Neugebauer, these numbers and symbols encompass 

established trends of medieval asmnomy, but at the same time represent a change in texms 

of the precision of the obsemtional data.'0 The tables were used for determinine nwise and 

sunset, the equinox and solstice for each year, and aspects of lunar motion such as eclipses. 



Included with the calendar is the intricate and carefully designed "zodiac man" on 

folio V (fig.7). In Durrieu's 1904 essay the miniature is lefi as a mystery and as "witness of 

the influence of a ~ t r o l o ~ e n . ' ~ '  Car1 Jung attempted to anal. the image. ascribine it to 

tenets of late medieval medical doctrine and Hellenistic inheritance." In 1948; Harry Rriher 

provided a striking and detailed analysis of the miniature, noting the "current dubious repute 

of such iltustratio m... it should strike the modem student as redolent of superstitious 

credence and s~urious science "" 

However, as has been demonstrated in the previous section, the tenets surrounding 

the creation of such an image cannot be relegated to superstition when placed in context. On 

the con-, as Bober explicates, this earIy fifteent h-century illumination was the epitome 

of  an exact science." The "zodiac man" was hased on principles o f  reawn and order, and 

had important applications in medicine. Its creation involved an elaborate understanding of 

the order of the universe and perceived CO-relations between its components. 

A key concept in this -stem is man as microcosm (fig.2&3)." Like the m a m o s m .  

or generally speaking the world extemal to humans, the microcosm was thought to be 

composed of four primary elements: earth, air, fire, water, with corresponding qualities - 
dry, m o i s  heat, cold. An individuaITs temperament or disposition was the result of a 

predominance of one of four vital fluids: biood, yeliow bile, phlegm, black bile. The 

corresponding temperarnents are sanguine, choleric, phlegrnatic and melancholic. The 

1 Bo-ber 1~48,  p. 1. 

" Cul Jung Psychofogie und Alchentic. RF.C Hull tram. (New York: Pantheon, 1953). p.4 14. 
Bober 1948, pp. 1-34. 
Bober 1948, p. 13. 
Bober provides a auimiaiy of the conceps of misrososm and macrocosm. S a  Bober 1948, pp.7-9. 



physical rnake-up of an individual rnicrocosm corresponds in a dependent and sympathetic 

way to the celestial spheres, the macrocosm. The outermost sphere of the constellations is 

t h e  zodiac which affects the extemal anatorny; whereas the planets affect the inner organs. 

Such, in brief are the concepts of microcosrn and macrocosm, as related to the 

human anatomy and celestiai M e s .  These concepts were central to medical practice, in that 

illness was thought to be the disruption of a person's humoral balance. Medical practices 

thus pivoted on the predictability of the macrocosm, with the doctor using precision 

instruments similar to those employed by the astronomer or navigator. The relation of the 

moon to the sign of the afiected part of the body was a funher detemining factor. Medical 

procedures were allowed only when there was a favorable moon. As a result, a royal 

ordinance of Louis XI in 1465 required physicians to possess the current almanac or 

cnlendar. '* 
The "zodiac man" in the Très Riches Heures can be interpreted as part of this 

tradition. It depicts a doubled human figure with the tweIve signs of the zodiac arranged 

carefully around it." Each anatomical part is related to the sector of the zodiac. depicted in 

standard form, with the fiame containing the date of entry of the signs. The frontal figure 

shows the governing times for surgery and the dominion of signs over man. The corner texts 

tell who can be bled at these times. Bteeding was thought to release humoral excesses and 

r e t m  the balance of heakh to the body. Meiss points out that ''the Duke, Iike other well- 

45 D- " " b ~  : 94s. p. : 2. 
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tended men of his time, was bled periodically. We l e m  fiom one of his contemporaries that 

on- afier blood-letting did he play dice.'*' As such. the Limbourg "zodiac man" is 

comparable to depictions in nurnerous medical texts, where the human body is shown 

labeled with narnes, signs and symbols known to contemporaries as the Homo Signonrm 

Printed books of hours, from late in the fifteenth century until well into the sixteenth, show 

a variety of Homo Signom, some depicting links between planets and the i ~ e r  anatomy, 

othen showing both planetary and stellar influence." What is common to al1 these images 

is the principle of phlebotomy: namely, the practice of bleeding an individual according to 

his or her complexion and also the position of the moon, a regular practice in astrological 

medicine. 

In short, the Limbourg zodiac is a fiindamentally medical illustration, the elements 

of which can be identified from the reylar and familiar diagrams in conternporary 

manuscripts of the prevailing astrological rnedi~ine.'~ The presence of such an image in the 

prayer book of the Duc of Beny speaks of the pervasiveness of astrology in the fifieenth 

century as an integral aspect of medical doctrine. In the medieval period, such an image 

formed part of a welIestablished tradition. Whiie to the modem viewer the Très Riches 

Heures may appear redolent with superstition, in context it fomed an integral aspect of life 

at the court. As we shall see, conventional astral principles are evident in the work of 

47 Meiss 1374, 2.145. 
Bobcr &es a f i iU discussion of these varietics. He disnisscs in detail the treatise of Johannes de Ketham. 

F ~ i c d u s  :\,fediciir~ae, pubkhed in Venice in 1491 .The treatke inchides a vein man, zodiac man, planet man, 
disease man, wound man, pregnanr woman, skeletal man and a urine circle Calendars tiom this tirne alsn 
included lunar and solar eclipses, planetary and tadiacal aspects, conjunctions and positions, the canon for 
phlebotomy. pur~ation and hthing dominion of  s i p  and planets. the location of veins and rclated diseases. 
and urindytical tables. Bober 1948, pp.21-23. 
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Albrecht Dorer as well. An understanding of these principles in both the work of the 

Limbourg Brothers and of Albrecht Dürer prepare the way for a discussion of art. astrology 

and astronomy in the late sixteenth century at the Prague court under Rudolf II. 

1.3 Astral principles in the art of Albrecht Dürer 

In 1496, the Nuremberg physician Theodoric Ulsensius published an ominous 

prophecy pertaining to syphilis - a disease which plagued Europeans during these centuries 

- which waq accornpanied hy a woodcut illustration designed hy Alhrecht Dürer ( fig II) 

In a dream, Ulsensius had learned that syphilis came from the conjunction of the sun, moon, 

Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and Satum, in the zodiac sign of Scorpio. The dream is recorded 

in Latin verses which treat the relationships of the planetary gods in an a1Iegoncal fashion. 

Saturn's ascendancy over Jupiter means that he finalty gains possession of the god's nectar 

and ambrosia and this contamination brings p lage  and new illnesses to the earth. '' The 

belief that dreams were caused by planetary influence on the dreamer's spirit was widely 

accepted during the Middle Ages. Thomas Aquinas, for example, treating of catcsae 

exierrores , mentions that dreams may he caused hy the influence o f  heavenly bodies5' 

In the woodcut Dürer symbolizes the celestial orb and shows the planes in their 

positions above a man afflicted by the disease. This was not to be Düirer's only involvement 

in observations of celestial phenornena. Dürer's painting of St- Jerome in the Fitzwilliarn 

49 Bober 1948, p.30. 
For this w o d a t ,  sec IIr.LStrauss, Afbrdi t  Durer: R ' d c ~ ~ t s  Loht l I 'dbI~~:kr  (Xew Yd: Xbaris Bwks 

! 980) pp. 124-25, no. 30. For a detded disaission of Usensius' publication of his ciream, see !Ma&ng 1986, 
pp. 23û-244. 
" Jean Michel Massing, "Dürer's Dreamsn Jorrnial of the Wmhurg urd Cmrtmfd Institutes 49 (1 %6), p. 242 



museurn (fig.9), one of his eariiest works, depicts an apocalyptic scene on the reverse: a 

bright yellow fmball hurtling towards the right of the panel, giving off intense red-orange 

rays, an object which has been identified with gcneral consensus as a comet (tïg. lo)." 

Corners had long been viewed as symptoms of doom and negativity. The representation of 

a cornet on the reverse of a depiction of St. Jerome has been interpreted by Bailey as very 

5iiirig. Si. Jeiuiiie ib siiuwri i i i  Uie wiidzmess, possibly mcxiittiting on the apocalypse, "and 

Dürer couid weli have intended the verso of his painting to represent the moment when the 

ange1 sounded the trumpet and the 'great star' de~cended."~ 

There is little agreement in the secondary literature as to whether Dürer depicted the 

w i i i c i  bas& UII Gist-liaricl expiiençe. Bailey describes it as an unconvincins representation 

of a comet in terms of empirical observation, yet be argues that Durer .-had an intensely 

curious mind, was interested in astronomy and would therefore have been more likely to 

have depicted a scene based on a specific phenomenon rather than a totally imaginary 

one."55 He concludes that Dürer, rather than witnessing the cornet himself, must have relied 

on reports from others or the first printed images of comets in the Nuremberg Buch der 

Chroniken, pnnted by Anton Korberger in 1493, with which Dürer was intimately familiar? 

Massing argues othenvise, taking the "poor*' representation as indicating that ''this celestial 

'' Massing 1986. p.% 1 .  
" For a discussion of the comet on the reverse of the St. Jerome panel see Martin Bdey, "Dürer's cornet" 
Apollo, March ( 1 999,  pp.30-32; Massing 1986, pp.242-244. 
H Baiiey 1995, p.30 

'5 Bailey 1995, p.29. 
% Hmrnann Schedd. 7n2 N~trernberg Chrmticfe: a facsimife of H w t m  Sckdef 3 Bitch der C*hro~tikt-rr 
prirrtrd by A~trorr Kubeger irt 1493 (New York: Landmark Press, 1979). The text contains twelve mal1 
woodcuts of cornets. Further, the woodcuts for the Chriketr  were made in the shop o f  Michael Wolgemut, 
where Dürer was an apprentice. For biographical details on Dürer, see Fedja Aiuelewsky, mirer: His Art urd 
L*, Heide Grieve. trans.(London: Gordon Fraser* 1982). 



phenornenon does not conforni to a visual or literary tradition, but rather records a visionary 

experience. quickly noted down by the arti~t."~' 

Tuming to the writings of the artist himself, there is ample evidence that Dürer did 

indeed witness not onIy a comet, but 0th- celesîial events as well. Fragments of the artist's 

su-called Gedenkbuch now in the Berlin Kupferstichkabinett contain evidence of Diirer 

recording his astronomical obsewaîions. In a W e n t  h m  1503, Dürer describes "the most 

wondrous events" that he has ever experienced in his life, and states explicitly that he saw 

a comet in the s k y S 8  A wealth of historical information suggests that Diîrer was an artist 

deeply informed on the laten developments in celestial observation. In the Iate fifieenth and 

early sixteenth centuries, his home town of Nuremberg was the major European center for 

astronomical studies. The Aristotelian view, that cornets were earthly exhalations that moved 

at a close distance, began to change in the late fifieenth century, largely due to the work of 

the rnathematician Johann Müller ( 1436-14761, hown as Regiomontanus, and his pupil, the 

wealthy patician Bernhard Walther, both of whom resided in Nuremberg. Regiomontanus 

states his reasons for choosing Nuremberg in 1466 as the site for his work: "It was there that 

1 could find without dificulty al1 the peculiar insmunents necessary for astronomy, and it 

is there easiest for me to keep in touch with ail the leamed countries, for Nuremberg, thanks 

to the perpetual joumeys of her merchants, may be counted the center of ~ u r o ~ e . " ~ ~  in 

January 1472, the t w ~  men observed a cornet and then attempted to calculate its distance 

" Missing 1386, p.243. 
" ~ b r e c t  Dürer, Schrijlfickr h b c h f ~ ~ ~ ,  Hans Rupprich ed. (Berlin: Deutscher Venen fur Kunstwissenschafi, 
1956). p.36. The gérman text reads as foilows: 'Awch hab jch ein komett am hymefi gesehm" 
59 Benjamin A. RiBrin, "hrroductioq" The Book of Trtads (St&debrrch). by Jast Amman and H a m  Sachs. 
reproduction of the 1568 text (New York: Dover, 1973), p.ix. 



fiom the earth by noting its position against the stars. Although their efforts were only 

partially successfùl, the idea represented a breakthrough in the study of cornets. Indeed, in 

the 1400 hundred years of astronomy between Ptolemy and Tycho de Brahe, on1 y two other 

figures stand out as exceptional observen of the heavens: Regiomontanus and Walther." 

in 150 1 Walther bought a house in the Zisselgase and on the amc floor, where there 

was a clear view to the south, he bui t t a rwm for his astronomical observations. When the 

amonorner died in 1 504, Dürer bought the house, where he remained for the rest of his life. 

Much of  the lihrary of Regiernontanuc and Walther remained in Dtirer's poses~ ion .~  

Dürer's links with Walther must have strengthened his interest in astral maners, and his 

diary suggests as much: "I twk the portmit of Nicolas Kratzer, astronomer. He lives with the 

King of England and has k e n  very helpful and useful to me in rnany rnatten.'"' 

In 15 15 the court astronomer for Maximilian 1, Stabius, commissioned Durer to 

design two woodcut star charts of the northem and southem hemispheres: the tint maps of 

the stars ever printed (figs. 1 1 & 12). in Mup of the hrorrhem % (fig. 1 1 ), Dürer has depicted 

the constellations in the midst of a sphere bearing precise astronomical data. Mythological 

figures, such as Androcneda, Hercules, Pegasus and Perseus, are shown engaged in the 

activities they had becorne known for since antiquity: for example Perseus holds a sword and 

the severed head of Medusa. Flanking the corners are four astronomers. In Map of the 

Southern S b  (fig. 12), Dürer again shows a conceni for both mythology and astronomical 

'' rt suggesid by Cathirai HwNger in an unpubtishd papa. Foi 3 d s  on the work of R.Cyomoniariu sec 
Chaïies Gillespie, 4. Dictiomry of S-iciiiiifiï Biagrupiz~ (Xew York: Scriiner, 197 M O )  \'O! Xi, pp.348-552. 
For B m d  \Vdther, see D o d d  Besier, "Bernard Rrdther: Innovator in ibtr~nonicd Obsuwtion," Joun~al 
for the Hifior). of .4stronomy 1 (IO?@). pp. 39-43. 
* Railey 1995, p ?O 



precision, and has included his own coat of anns in the bottom left corner. The woodcuts 

were based on maps which had been drawn in 1503 by Konrad Heinfogel, a pupil of Berhard 

~ a l t h e r . ~ ~  It is likely that Heinfogel p i d  due attention to the work of Arab astronomers. 

whose principle concem had k e n  to determine the exact foms of the constellations. ln 

reproducing western star maps, Arab copysts had rectifieci the locations, sizes and groupings 

of the stan that had been negiected by Western illustrators?' With Heinfogel's improved 

maps, and Dürer's careful design, the result was a solid and precise study of the heavens 

which surpassed the celestial globes hitheflo made? Dil<.er7s charts met with hi& demand 

and were republished as broadsheets by Johannes Hontan us in 1 532. 65 

Coupled with the astronomical precision of these charts are Dürer's elaboratc images 

of mythologicd figures. As developed in the beginning of this chapter, the history of  western 

astrology involved not only Greek and Roman sources, but Arab, Babylonian and Assyrian, 

amongst others. The go&, in the words of Semec, "had traveled widely," takrng on various 

guises and attributes. The fervor with which these figures would be depicted in the 

Renaissance, and particularly at the court of Rudolf n, is anticipated by Dürer's star charts. 

Seznec argues this point in rather ciramatic language: 

For his imrnediate ~redecessors, and even for the Italian draftsmen whose 
work he is transposing, Hercules and Perseus are hardiy more tban what they 
had been for the Arabs - mere outlines, graphic symbols. Diirer now endows 
these diagrams with flesh, vigor, and relief; muscles stand out, heads take on 

6' Dürer nates thi5 in hk cl&- for hgwt, 1520. ALbrecht Dürer, ScI~nterz uid Ba+ (lcipzig: Recfam, 1993). 
62 ïhese were commissioned for the private secretary of patron, Mathaeus Lang, Cardinal of Saizburg. Bailey 
1995, n. 6. For a disaission of these star maps see N~~remberg: A Rernisswzce City, 1500-1618, J e w  Chipps 
Smith, ed. (Texas: University of Te.- Press, 1983). p. 1 14. 
" Seznec 1953, p. 154. 
a Seznec 1953, p. 187. 
6~ Smith 1983, p. 1 14. 



expressive power. Thus transfigured, his heroes share in the same animal 
force which he restores to Dog, Bear and Bull. In his sky, swarming with its 
unleashed monsters, resounding to the heavy galloping of Saggitarius, the 
gods in their turn are roused Rom their torpor; mixed though it may be, the 
blood which flows in their veins is warm and pulsating, and restores them to 
their fabled existence? 

In short, the s u ~ v a l  of the pagan gods continued. As has been shown, the art of 

Diirer was very much imbued with an awareness of contemporary astral principles. In 

mapping the positions of the constellations of the zodiac, Diirer was operating under the 

assumption that by knowing the positions of the stars, it would be possible to predict their 

influence. Mythological depictions and nomenclature remained wedded to this science in 

the sixteenth century. in a sense keeping alive the veneration for the gods.6' 

1.4 Conclusion 

In 19 19, Aby Warburg wrote that it is important to understand the pagan gods not 

only as artistic symbols, but also as embodying religious rneaning in the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries. He describes astrology as a deeply influentid system of belief that 

remained powerful in illustration and speech. Only when undemood in these tems could 

a full apyeciation of mythological depictions be attainedq In this chapter. I have attempted 

to demonsaate the validity of Warburg's claim. Through an understanding of some basic 

astral principles, a context can be established for numerous images created in the fifteenth 

- 

a Seznrc; i 953, p. iô7. 
67 Xs summarized by Semec, "attempts had k e n  made to Chnstianize this vematior5 to bnng it imo ht uith 
theology or d u c e  it to a ntionai theoq of univerd Iaw, however it still bore the imprint of those mythologicd 
powers whose names had been preserved by the stars." Seznec 1953, p.62 

See Aby Warburg. Weidmschantike WaDnagung in Won und Biid ni Luthers Zàten," A i ~ . ~ ~ a h Z t e  5kh@e11 
r d  Wiirdigrtngen (Beriin: Valentin K m e r ,  1 9 1 9 )  p. 202. 
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and sixteenth centuries. The evocation of astrological symbolism in a miniature by the 

Limbourg brothers allows for a perplexing zodiac to be understood in terms of contemporary 

medical doctrine. The celestial art of Albrecht Dürer reminds us that the tradition of magic, 

central to which was the science of astrology, merits further consideration in seeking a 

contextual awareness of sixteenth-century art. 



Chapter 2 

The magical universe in cootext 

Mars alone enables us to penetrate the secrets of astronomy which othenvise would rernain 
forever hidden from us. . .he is the rnighty victor over human inquisitiveness, who made a 
mockery of dl the strategems of astronomas, wrecked their tools, defatcd th& hosts; thus 
did he keep the secret of his rule safe t hroughout aü past centuries and pursued his course in 
unrestrained freedom; wherefore that most b o u s  of Latins, the pnest of nature Pliny, 
speciaily indicted him: Mars is a star who defies observation 

- J u ~ ~ u i i ~ s  KEPLER. rlsiru~~omiu rk?.vrw ( 1609) 

The "inaçical universe" of the Renaissance, as conceived by Ernst Cassirer in The 

of causality.' A cosmology encompssinç man as microcosm. wirh the stars determininp 

bodily health, can be evidenced through to the seventeenth ccntury. According to Cassirer, 

this form of deterniinisni gave inan a humiliating position in the fàce of the "tyranny" of the 

stars. He posits that "the agent of liberation wvs. . .the new viccv of the value of humanity. 

What may be really and mily called the destiny of man does not flow to him from above, 

from the stars, but rather anses from the ultimate depths of his innermost self"' For moral 

reasons rakr than ernpirical, humanists instigatd "the battlr against astroloa and against 

the Weltanschc~utcng of antiquity4 Ln like form, Jean Semec daims that "humanist pride 

I See Ernst Cassirer. Thr ItdiviJhaI utd the C*osmus irr R t r r w i ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ w  Phifusophy, (Mord: BlacLwell, 1 963). 
The follo\bing remarks are dratvn f'korn the third chapter. 'Freedorn and Necessity in the Philosophy of the 
Renaissance", pp. 73- 122. 
' Cassirer 1963, p. 120. 
' Cassirer 1963. p. 120. 



arose in opposition to astrology even before new methods of observation and reckoning had 

advanced far enough to condemn it? 

These statements speak more of mid-twentieth century values than a contextual 

understanding of the period. Both Cassirer and Seznec view man as self-emancipating, 

assurning a transcendental individualism that necessaril y allowed for progress From 

astrological deteminism. Conceiving of subjecis in this manner - invoking ''humankt pride" 

and the "destiny of man" in explications of the Renaissance - remains problematic and the 

topic of much debate. Most striking to this effect is Michel Foucault's claim in The Order 

of Things: 

Strangely enough man - the study of whom is supposed by the naïve to be the 
oldest investigation since Socrates - is probably no more than a rift in the 
order of things, or in any case, a configuration whose outlines are determineci 
by the new position he has so recently taken up in the field of 
knowledge ... man is only a recent invention, a figure not yet two centuries 
old, a new wrinkle in Our knowledge.' 

Foucault's claim serves to temper any enthusiasrn one might have for assuming the existence 

of a revolution of hurnanists against the "tyramy" of the stars. Whde it is beyond the scope 

of this thesis to discuss at length the problem of the subject, or determinism and free will, 

it will do well to note that explications of ciramatic shifts in cosmology, along the lines of 

Cassirer and Seznec, are in need of re-evaluation. 

This is not to suggest that an ordered cosmology, so fiindamental to the conclusions 

of Cassirer and Senec, cannot be discemed in the Renaissance. On the contrary: while 

astrological tenets were not passively received from the Middle Ages, the basic principles 

Jean Senec, TIe Sitnivd o / t k  PQ~QII  C d  (Xew York: Pantheon 13ooks, 1353), p.59. 
' Mchd Fouc;lult, nh. Or&r of Things: Art Archacohgy of the Ht~man &icmes (New York: Random House, 



remained potent. As discussed in chapter one, astrology was capable of dramatic adjutment 

to vaned circumstances without transcending the bounds of its own fundarnentals. Yet by 

the seventeenth century, thrs system ofbelief had waned, and a transition h m  the traditional 

cosmology would indeed take place. As has been suggested above, it seems anachronistic 

to assume this was due to some form of individualism. What kind of "revoiution," if any, 

was involved? 1s it possible to perceive a schism of sorts ami& practitioners of the astral 

sciences in the sixteenth century? In what manner did astrology and astronomy part 

cornpany? 

These difficult questions remain at the forefront of investigations into activities at 

the court of Rudolf II ( 1 576-1 6 12). Lying at the cusp of change, Rudolf s court attracted 

numerous scholars now associated witb the shift fkom the "magical" cosmoiogy to which 

amology was so integral. Yet it is difficult to discem any sustained fnticism of these tenas 

at the court. On the contrary, as R..i.W.Evans points out, Rudolf was heavily identified with 

the traditional cosmology, and the court was a context in which 'rhe Hwnanist and artistic 

activity of the later sixteenth century played itself out, an unbroken natural hierarchy.'" He 

further suggests that the court was a culmination of the process of "unity in divenity". and 

pradoxically, sowed the seeds of eventual destruction of this ideal.' In Evans' view. the 

court is an important example of an intricate and cornplex network which linked together 

activities now considered disparate, perhaps even antithetical. Appre hending and isolating 

particular aspects of sixteenth centwy court life becomes difficult, given the prevalence of 
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a unified cosmology. Mi le  it has become increasingl y hazardous in the pst  modem era to 

speak of the philosophy of a time or Weftanvchauung, Renaissance courts continue to defi 

contemporary nomenclature and classification in their seemingly al1 encompassing frame 

works.' 

What follows is not an atiempt to reconstruct the "spirit" of the court, much l a s  the 

century. My analysis focuses on the activities of astrologers and astronomen at the court of 

Rudolf ïI as central to an understanding of works of art that are clearly imbued with astral 

principles. It was show in Chapter One that the survival of astrological tenets and the Pagan 

gods can be discemed in materiat ranging fiom medical texts to astronomicai sky charts. 

This chapter will begm with a general discussion of the court of Rudolf II, followed by the 

activi ties of astral scientists. An investigation into images laden with astral content will then 

be possible. It will be show that at the court, astrology was deeply integrated in the 

intellectuat frarnework, with the pagan symbols remaining tenacious in their hold on 

cosmology . 

2.1 The court of Rudolf U: an overview 

It will do well to note from the start that sources available to scholars investigating 

activities at the court of Rudolf II are limited. As noted by RJ-W. Evans, in what remains 

the best source on the court, RudorfII and His WorId, material evidence of Rudolf s own 

contacts is slight, and the records in surviving correspondence are usually abrupt, 

' Evans 1973, p. l l?. 
a Fer exmple, ?mes B.-&, r & x  :3 :L- WZE cfPaxh!f !? ï i~.*cEcg '2 C+brsn cabslist hermetic neo- 
platoiiism" James Bradbme. "Saence and Music: The Merchants oflight," RtrddfII cardPmgue: 7he Co1m 



rnysterious and uninf~rmative.~ Since the publication of Evans' book in 1974, the work of 

Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann has contributed greatly to an understanding of art and science 

at the court. l0 Most recently, the 1997 elrhibition at the Prage Cade brought together many 

components of the Imperia1 art collection." 

The emphasis on art and science at the court continues to lead to the assumption that 

as HoIy Roman Emperor, Rudolf iI had an eye for art, a taste for the occult, but no head for 

affairs of state. A portrait of Rudolf II by Aegidius SadeIer (fig. 13), done afier an engraving 

by Hans von Aachen, shows Rudolf in fidl military dress, even though Rudolf is not 

documented as ever having gone into battle. Rudolf began his reign with a vast political 

inheritance, and ended it a prisoner in his own cade. Powerless, he was evicted Rom 

Austria and Hungary, deposed even in Bohemia, and forced to witness the coromtion of his 

brother ~atthias." Bohemia and Central Europe endured the breakdown of an inhented 

politicai hannony that would lead to the first total European war. l3 Rudol f s attitude towards 

religion seems to have contributcd to his ambivalence in state affairs. The Habsburg cause 

had corne to be identifiai with the counter-reformation, yet Rudolf was neither Catholic nor 

ard the City (London: Thamcs & Hudson, 1997). p.603. 
Evans 1973, p. 199. 

'O See Thomas DaCona Kauhann, 7he S c h f  of Prague (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988); and 
idem., r/14 Mmrety of Narrrre: Aspects of Arr. Science arld Ht~manism in the Renaissance (New Jersey: 
Princeton Univenity Press, 1993). 
11 See the exhibition catalogue RirdolfIl msd Prqpe: The Corm and the Ciry, Fuciiova, cd., ('London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1997). 
l2 Evans 1973. pp. 1-2. 
l3  There is much literature on the Thirty Years war. For an d y s i s  of the Bohemian h d s  during this conflict 
see Josef V. ~olikky, ~i?o:ems&a polirika o BüP Hom (Prague: Nakl. ~eskoslover~sk~ Aicademie, 1958). 
in Poii&nsky7s analysis, the war was the inwitabte outcorne of a clash between two socio-emnomic systems: 
the umatisfied bourgeois estates with theu commercial and protestant ethic (with the Netherlands as its 
prototype), and the absoiutis, Cathoiic m o d e s ,  wbich inchidtd Spain, the Ausaian Habsburgs, and Potand. 



Protestant? In his commissions and collecting of art. Rudolf is said to have eschewed 

painting dealing with religious themes.'' In short, Rudolf II seems to have been notably 

tolerant, wi th an inde finite attitude towards organized religion, as reflected in his attempts 

to avoid religious schism and conflict. As Evans points out, Zuitil 1 6 0  no unbridgeable rift 

existed between religioous or social factions in ~ohernia."'~ 

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to investigate such a daim in detail. Suffice it 

to say that in practical ternis, during the reign of Rudolf, the Holy Roman Empire was still 

a unitary concept. From 1438 to 1740 the Empemr was always a Habsburg. i7  As suggested 

by Evans, RudoIf was head of a vast empire, 

with a constitution that was so cornplex as to be largely unfathomable even 
to its rulers, a rigid hierarchy through Electors, bishops and other 
ecclesiastics, secular princes of various kinds, and free cities down to the 
srnallest Reichsritter ... where legal disputes regularly took decades to 
resolve, yet for al1 that a living organism where appeal to the highest 
authoritv was always possible." 

'" E v x i  cites ûk hck ûf s71pjmt of hddffûr  ibe ppaq iird Cûünd ûf Ireni. The 1 fabsburg cause haif corne 
to bc idcntified with the Counter-Refonnation. Like his predecessor Maxirnilian II, Rudoff s attitude to the 
church was uncertain. MaximiLian is quoted as saying that he was neither papist nor Lutheran, but a Christian, 
and this belief he maintained CO his death. Evans, 1973, p.84. As for Rudolf "he was a man addiaed to the 
mysterious and miraculous, and his revutsion against dogma must be viewed in that light. Although in his eady 
vears as emperor he quite fiequenti~ attendecl services. this later became extfemely rate. Atter 1600 he apptars 
t o  have Iived in a mitabte t m r  of the Roman sacramems, and hc cutainly rcfkeâ the last rites of the cathotic 
church. 'Not only did his Majesty not confess,' wrote Cardinal Borghese sorrowfiilly and secretively, 'he did 
not display cven any sign of contrition* The Calvinist Mdchior Goldast, the iast pason to view the body of the 
Emperor before it was consigned to its vaulî, con6ded the same i n f O d o n  to his W." Evans 1973, pp.84-85. 
For ftrther detail on religion during the reign of Rudoif lI see Ivma Corncjova, "The Rcligious Situation in 
Rudohe Rague," Rudolfll md Prqgue: the Cmirt and tk Ce, Eiisica FU*OV&, cd. (Londoa: Thames and 
Hudson, 1997), pp.3 10-3 22. 
l5 Kaufinm 1988, p.63. 
' 6  Evans l g n ,  p. 156. 
" Caution is rcquired More overernphasizhg this point. Evans d e s c r i i  the clash o f  Spanish and Aristrian 
Habsburgs - three contenders for one ideology. Yet the poim runains that the state was a "universal" ideai. 
Evans 1 973, p.2 1. Rudoif had no hein , but ire did have an illegitimate son by Katherina Strada, daughter of his 
court antiquary Jacopo S M .  Evans 1973, p.49. 
lS EVW 1973, p. 10. 



Interpretations of Rudolf s political and religious activities, or lack thereof, should not 

detract fiom acknowledging the cosmopolitanim of his rule: Rudolf maintaineci at the court 

some of the most notable figures of the age. 

Hence, the characterization of Rudolf as protector of arts and sciences has k e n  

emphasized. Describeci as "unyielding in his demands and far seeing in his commissions". 

Rudolf amassed a collection of artiaic treasures that was unnvaled. Ig Contemporary 

accounts emphasize hi s patronage of the sciences and especiall y occul t leaming. According 

to a 1606 proposition of the Archdukes of Vienna, "His Majesty is interesteci only in wizards, 

alchymists, kabbalists and the like, sparing no expense to find al1 kinds of treasures, leam 

secrets and use xandalous ways of harming his enemies.. .He also has a whole library of 

magic books. He strives al1 the tirne to eliminate God cornpletely so that he may in future 

serve a different rna~ter."~' The plapvright Franz Grillparzer ! 179 1 - 1872). providing a 

psychological explmation, interpreted Rudolf as a mistrated monarch who in his inability 

to corne to rems with the world tumed increasingly to painting and the occult as a remdy." 

Regardless of these characterizations, it can be said with certainty that the Habsburg 

tradition of patronizing art and leaming had k e n  well estabiished when Rudolf II moved his 

court fiom Vienna to Prague. As a cosmopolitan focus for the wide-ranging interests of the 

time, court life under the Habsburgs attracted artists and scientists alike. The adherence to 

Hermathena (fig. 14) is indicative of this universal intellectual striving in the court circIe. 
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Hermathena epitomizes the union of arts and sciences under the benevolent nile of the 

Habsburgs. As shown in the 1590 copper engraving by Aegidius Sadeler, the hybnd figure 

of Hennathena is a combination of the Greek go& Hermes and Athena, representing 

eloquence and wisdom." Hermes, as the mesxnger, is show on the right side of the 

painting with his winged helmet and winged feet, while on the left, Athena, goddess of 

wisdom, holds her shield and spear. In the comm above theu heads, there are twopurri. One 

is engaged with a sketch book, while the other uses a compas to measure a sphere. 

The union of these two activities is emphasized by Athena and Hermes themselves 

- apart from the embracing am, the fi ares  turn their heads towards each other, and their 

legs are almost intertwined. On one side of the composition are the muses, who personify 

the arts. The presence of Pegasus on both sides of the composition links the themes as well: 

on the left side he springs aloft, bom fiom the blood of Medusa, whom Perseus slays; on the 

right his hoof causes the inspirational waters of Hippocrene to spring forth on ~elicon." 

This union of wisdom and eloquence ernphasizes the encyclopedic content and univenalist 

striving of the Rudolfine age, lending credence to the Mew that while nature may have had 

a nurnber of connotations in the early modem era, "several conceptions of nature, meaning 

the general scheme of things, or the grounci of the cosmos, were basic in both art and 

science."24 

v-.L-- r - w r w u i  - y r û v ; u u  --A-- oii m.. :-LII.LI&-~c.- L I I L C I ~ ~ C ~ ~ A ~ ~  uf - CULS U+i .  SCC GiiC~iiî :!355, ~ ~ . 3 ! - 9 3 .  iïù*.ïk~ ûf d!qXk~ 
310 depiaions of A & m  in Spr-er's painting incressed duRng the 1590s. T b  iconopphy, 3s welas other 
mythologicd painting by Spranger, dl be discussed in chapter three of this thesis 
ts Kaufinann 1 993, p 89 

Kautmann 1993, p.9. 



2.2 Activities of astrologers and astronomers 

In addressing the issue of astrologers and astronomers at the court of Rudolf II, an 

earlier image fiom the sixteenth century Book of Trudes (Slündebuc&, with text by Hans 

Sachs and images by Jost A m m m  published in Nuremberg in 1568, is instructive." With 

its descriptions of the "sundry manners and conditions of people", the Bmk of Trudes shows 

an interest in the lives of trades people that was unprecedented Ascribing to a hierarchical 

arrangement of the classes akin to medieval encyclopedias, out of the one hundred and 

twenty- two trades depicted, church and statecra ft are ranked highest, astronomy and 

medicine come in the middle, while musicians and fools come last. In the image by Jost 

Amman, Der A.sfronornu~ ( fig. 1 S), the bearded figure is se~ted engaged in the study of a 

terrestrial sphere, with a celestial sphere on the ground to his right, and other instruments of 

his trade on the table in front of him. The text which accompanies the image describes the 

astronomer's trade: -7 am an astronomed I can see into the dark future/ By the sun and 

mooni throuçh the stars/ thereby I can determine/ whether a fmitful year is corningi or 

increased pnces and war/ and also a multitude of sicknesseu' Milesius began the trade."26 

Sachs' text supports the idea of astronorny and astrology as concomitant in the 

sixteenth century. In the text, the astronorner's trade involves observing stars in order to 

predict events deeply relevant to human beinçs. To re-iterate my eadier claim fiom chapter 

" J  - 3sI hi i i là l l  miî Hdilj Sachs, Eie G w k  of fid~ (Sf&#IebucIr), new &ion with introduction by Benjamin 
A Rifkin (New York: Dover, 1973). This combinarion of didacbc  tex^ and explanato~y illustrations was an 
ancient one that suniveci in the medieval scriptorium, Yet as pointed out by Rifkin, the Stiirdrbuch (which 
appeareci in the same year as Vasari's ilte) is evidence of a new pedagogy emeqhg dongside the curriculum 
of humanism In antique literahire and medieval schoIastic tms. the mechanid arts were not mentioned. î he  
interest shown in art and science by educated of the later Renaissance was coupIed with an incteasing need for 
instruction in increasingly compIcx technologies. AmmaniSachs 1568. p. m. 



one: if astronomy is the observance of the constitution and movements of celestial bodies, 

and astroiogy is the study of how such celestial p henomena influence human flairs, i t is fair 

to say that these practices remained intertwined well into the early modem era. The desire 

to observe the heavens was inextricable fiom a f m  or belief in celestial influence. Interest 

in the forms of astral science, including judicial astrology, horoscopes, predictions, remained 

characteristic of the later sixteenth centiny, as did increased and precise observations of the 

heavens. 

This daim becomes especially striking at the court of Rudolf II through an 

examination of the activities of the "Fathers of Astronomy": Tycho de Brahe ( 1 546- 160 1 ) 

and Johannes Kepler ( 1 57 1 - l630)." Both men experienced productive penods at the court 

in Prague, working together there from 1 600- 1 . Much scholarship surrounding these 

activities takes the form of describing the eventual contempt of Tycho and Kepler for 

astrology, in thei r emancipation fiom "superstition" and progress towards the new science. 

For example, Arthur Koestler in his seminal text, The Sfeepwa/kers, describes the 

astrologrcal activities of both men with disdain: 

Like Kepler, Tycho stwd with one foot in the past and was devoted to both 
alc hemy and astrology. Like Kepler, he becarne a court astrologer and had to 
\vaste much of his time with the casting of horoscopes for patrons and 
fnends; like Kepler, he did it with his tongue in his cheek, despised al1 other 
astrologen as quacks, and yet was profoundly convinced that the stars 
influenced man's character and destiny though nobody quite knew  ho^.^* 

'~ranslatioii is iny own 
" Thq are referred to as such bg Xnhur Koesslcr in Thé: S I e ~ * p a I ' .  (Londûn: Hutchimn. 1959), p.296. 
3 Koestler 1959, p. 287. 



Yet the point can be stress4 once again that astrology and astronomy, particularly 

at the court in Prague. were conducted to a large extent wvith common ternis of reference." 

Koestler's remarks come fiom the assumption that astrology eliminates fke will. Yet when 

placed in context in the sixteenth cent-, astrology was thought to be a system which left 

room for reform within its a priori assumptions. Indeed, as Evans suggests, "it demanded 

one, since the detemining factor in it was the power of human intellect to react to certain 

cosmic confi_muati~ns."~~ Neither Kepler nor Tycho was opposed to astrology. Indeed Evans 

is right to point out that "the question thus presented is meaningless. Both accepted a 

possible interplay between the separate elements of a unified ~ o s r n o l o ~ . ' ' ~ ~  

There is ample evidence to support Evans' claim, particularly in the case of Tycho 

de ~ rahe . '~  In a 1586 engravine by Jacob de Gheyn, Tycho is shown in a threequarter length 

portrait in al1 his finery, wearing the clothes of a nobleman (tig. 16). Tycho can easily be 

qualified as the foremost observer of the heavens of his day. The predictability of 

astronornical events seems to have impressed hirn: upon observing an eclipse he claimed i t 

]vas "something divine that men could know the motions of stars so accurately that they 

were able a long time before hand to predict their places and relative His 

discovery of the new star of 1572 and subsequent publication of De Sfella Nova has been 

Evatis i973, p.249. 
L-ans :973, p.249. 

? I Evax 1973, p.230 
" For Diographica! Ldornurion on Tycho see J.L.E Dreyer, Qc.k de Brahe (!%Y York: Dover Publications, 
19110); Victnr Thoren, 1 nrd nf !Irmiihnrg: n R i n p q h ~  cf T1rh Rrnh (Camhridgc Cmnhririgci Ilnivenity 
Press, 1990). Tycho's acconqiiishmems in asmonomical observation are astonishino by any standards: in his re- 
mappin9 of the finnament which included 1000 k c d  stars, 777 were detemineci with acniracy. 
33 Koestler 1959, p.284. 



interpreted as a major nep towards the "new science."34 Yet in conte* the immediate 

impact was to set off a series of astrological speculations: the new star had appeared 3 

months after the massacre of French protestants on St. Bartholomew's day, and the star was 

regardeci as a sinister omen Tycho's own De Stello Nova, in addition to observations of the 

star, incl udes calendar diaries and astrological predictions. 

Before coming to Prague, Tycho had gained notoriety for his series of extravagant 

observational instruments and gadgets, including a huge quadrant made of brass and oak 

measuring thirty-eight feet in diameter and nimed by four handla. His largest celestial globe 

measured five feet in diameter." These instruments were housed in Tycho's famous 

observatory, Uranibwg on the island of Hveen, which King Frederik had provided for the 

astronomer in an attempt to preserw h m  for Denmark. Tycho lived at Uranibrirg fiom 1576- 

1596. referring to his home as "the island of Venus, vuigarly narned ~ v e e n . " ~  Although his 

-- - -- 

'4.4itording to Koestler. Tycho bas hesitant to publish Dcc Scella Abva, "because he had not quite overcome 
the id- chat the writing of books was an undignified occupation for a nobfeman." Koestler 1959, p.290 
Koestler recounts the importance of the new star in detail: "he saw a star brighter than Venus, in a place where 
no star had been before.. .it remained in the same spot for eighteen months. The wodd had never seen or heard 
the like since the year 125 B.C when Mpparchus had seen a new star appear in the sky. The sensational 
importance of the ment lay in the fact that it contradicted the basic doctrine - Aristotelian, Platonic and 
Christian - t.h al1 change, generation and decay wcre confined to the immcdiate vicinity of the earth, the sub- 
lunary sphere; wtiereas the distant eighth sphere, in which the fixcd stars wm located, was immutable h m  the 
day of creation to eteniity.. .stargazers al1 over Europe feverishiy tried to detamine whether it mond or not. 
If it di& it was not a real star and academic science was savzd; if it did no& the world had to be thought 
afiesh.. . .Eve yean later Tycho gave the Aristotelian cosmo~ogy the coup de grace by proving t h  the great 
cornet of 1577 was not a h  subluhary phenoatenon as cornets had prcviously bem rrgarded but musc bt at l a s t  
six times as far in space as the moon." Kastler 1959, p.289-90. 
" K d a  1959, p.285. 
M Koestler 1959, p.292. Koestler's description of Uram'burg is manorable and worth quoting here: "a cross 
between the Palazzo Vecchio and the Kremlin, its Renaissance fkçade surmounted by an omon shaped dome, 
flanked by cylindrical towers, each with a removable top housing Tycho's instruments, and surromdeci by 
galleries with clocks, sundiis, globes and ailegoricd figures. in the basanait wcfc Tycho's private printing 
press, fed by his own paper niin, his alcheniists's h c e  and private prison for umuiy tenants. He also had his 
own pharmacy, his game preserves and artificial fi& ponds.. .there was a steady succession of banquets for 
distinguished visitors, presided over by the indedktigable, harddrhhg, par9antiian host, holding forth on the 
variations in the ecccntricity of Mars, rubbiig ointment on his silver nose." K d c r  1959, p. 293. 



reasons for leaving Denmark are uncertain, Koestler suggests that the succession of King 

Christian IV in 1588 and Tycho's notorious disdam for authority were certairdy contnbuting 

 factor^.^' 

Significant for the purposes of this thesis is Tycho's appointment as imperial 

Mathematician by Rudolf II in 1598, when he was offered residence in the castle of his 

choice. Tycho remained in Prague until his death in 1601, continuing his astronomical as 

well as astrotogical and alchernical acîivities. Accounts have him tending to Rudolf during 

the plague, and supplyin_e the emperor with a secret elixir against epidemics.3a Tycho wrote 

favorably of the court to Johannes Kepler in 1599, encouraging Kepler to join hirn in Prague: 

"You have no doubt already been told that 1 have most graciously been called here by his 

Imperia1 Majesty and that 1 have k e n  received in the most hendly and benevolent manner. 

1 wish that you would corne here, not forced by the adversity of fate, but rather on your own 

w i l l  and desire for common study.. ."39 When Kepler amved in Prague, Tycho regretted that 

he could not welcorne hirn in person because of a forthcoming opposition of Mars and 

Jupiter to be followed by a Iunar eclipse, and invited hirn to join him at his residence at 

Benatek cade  twenty-two miles outside of ~ r a g u e . ~  

The association between Tycho and Kepler at the court in Prague would last only 

eighteen months due to Tycho's death in 160 1. Upon Tycho's death, Kepler was appointed 

to the pst  of Imperia1 Mathematician. in 1603, Hans von Aachen painted the astronomer's 

" Tycho "ffau~ed decisions of the provincial courts, and Hi@ court of Justice, by holding a tcnant and al1 his 
family in chains," and as a result King Christian becarne "unwilling to close his eye to the scandalous mle of 
Hveen." Koestler 1959, p.285. 
3' Koestler 1959. p. 302. 



portrait, showing him in simple dress (fig. 17). The stark contrast between the image of 

Kepler and that of Tycho (fig. 16) is suggestive of differences in background: Tycho, as has 

been pointed out, came From a noble background while Kepler had more humble ongns. 

The fruits of th& col laboration in Prague include the Rudolphine Tubles, a compendium of 

Tycho's observations completed by Kepler, which remained for more than a cenrury a virai 

tml for the study of the skies.'" The tables contain rules for predicting the positions of the 

planets, and a compendium of fixed stan;. The original catalogue of 777 star places, as 

observed by Tycho, was enlarged by Kepler to 1005. 

Remaining in Prague until the deatb of Rudolf in 16 12, Kepler continued his work 

on instrumental optics and physical astronorny. He derived his rules of pianetary motion, 

which pivoted on an analysis of elliptical orbits rather than ~~henca l . '~  Kepler would refer 

to "an act of Divine Providence" that had led Tycho to assign hirn to study Mars. It was the 

study ofthis pianet in its outer orbit that enabled Kepler to derive his laws, so fundamental 

to the progress of astronomy as we know it: "they put an end to the nightmare that had 

haunted cosmology for the last two millennia: the obsession with spheres turning on 

spheres.'*' In his Asfronomiu Novu, Kepler's description of his 'lictory" takes the form of 

an allegory of his own war against Mars. In his dedication to the Ernperor Rudolf, Kepler 

describes a war begun under Tycho's "supreme cornrnand", pursued in spi te of the waming 

'9 Tycho de Brahe. Gesammlrr n'erke. Vol.XW, p.89. As translated in Koestler 1959, pp.299-300. 
40 Koestler 1959, p.302. 
" Koestler 1959, p.302. 

The first two of Kepler's planetary laws can be condensed as foiiows: planes travel in elliptical orbits around 
the s u  (not circles), planets move in orbits not at unifonn speed but in such a mariner that a line d m  fiom 
the planet to the sun dways sweeps ove equal areas in equal times. 
" Koestler 1959, p.305. 



e.uarnple of Rheticus who "went off his head over Mars," in spite of other dangers and 

terrible handicaps, such as lack of supplies owing to Rudolf s faihre to pay Kepler's salary 

- to the triumphant end when the Imperia! Mathematicus, riding a chariot, leads the captive 

encrny to the Empemr's throne." 

The allegoricaI way KepIer envisions his discovery of one of the most important laws 

of observational astronom y, in mythological terms redolent with pagan imagery, is stri king 

indeed. As pointed out by Evans, "for al1 the far-reaching implications of that treatise, 

however, Kepler remained in his way typical of the Rudolfine environment.. .his whole 

scientific attitude was profoundly irnbued with presumptions of cosmic h m o n y  and an 

astrological world-view of cosrnic powen and infl~ences.'~' Kepler's treatise Homonicr 

M d i  is an attempt to expose the secrets of the universe in an all-encornpassing synthesis 

of geoinstq, tiiusic, astrology, asironoinq àiid episteiiiology. In his service at the court of 

Rudolf II. Kepler was called upon when reassurance from the stars was needed? Funher, 

Kepler cast horoscopes for his own bir~hda~s.~' As suggested by Anthony Grafion, "Kepler 

treated astrolom not as a bundle of implausible supcntitions, but as a discipline Hith al1 the 

apparent order. rigor and elaboration of an ancient science.'48 As a center of scientific 

44 Koestler 1959, p.3 15- 16. 
" Evans 1973, p. 153. 
* In this context, Kepler's remark that "astrology can do enormous harm to a monarch ifa c h e r  astrologer 
exploits his human credulity. 1 must watch that this does not happen to the emperor," is perhaps more an 
indication of Kepler's willingness to undertake these duties himself Johannes Kepler, Gescrmmefre Werke, 
 vol.^^. p.373, letter fiom 3.4.161 1 .  
47 "The hmycopts for the ywirs prrcafing and iollowing hiy ~Bdicth show rncreiy the posiiiorw of Uic yicun~, 
witht cenunea. The &ti&- his !S. k ex cep tic^^ k m?ed OZ ir t h  the pcsi&m of th plewrs were 
aimost the samc as his b i "  K d e r  1959, p.421.. 
U Anthony Grafton , Commerce with lire CIasjcs (Michigan: University of Mchigan Press, 1997), p.214. 



researches, Rudolf s court in Prague played an important role in the preservation of this 

rnagical cosrnology. 

Even though the acrivities of Tycho and Kepler may have overshadowed those of 

their contemporaries, the same balance of astmnomy and astrology appears in the work of 

other figures a& the court in Prague. Nicholas Kaimams Ursus, mathemaimm to the Brnperor 

and Tycho's rivai, linked his arithmeticd achievements with a conviction that the end of the 

worid was at hand The Paduan Giovanni Antonio Magini, respecteci correspondent of Tycho 

and Kepler, was "a fàmed caster of horoscopes, nout defender of astrological methods, 

dabbler in alchemy, and purveyor of concave mirrors io the Imperia1 court in ln 

1577 the astronomer h d e 8  ~ i j e k ,  whose presence in Prague had been a major draw for 

Tycho, published a treatise called D~ulexts on the new star of 1572 - ~ a j e k  was ultimately 

concerned wiih the role of celestial events as portents and as manifestations of an organic 

universe." John Dee, in the ernploy of Queen Elizabeth of England, had connections with 

the court which remain to be explored. Nevertheless, his presence there on more than one 

occasion is symptomatic of an environment in which broad rnetaphysicai positions, and 

anempts to account for the universe in ternis of cosmic harmony, were prevalent.i' 

Alrnanacs were produced by all the leading practitioners of astral science in Prague. 

49 Evans 1973. p.280. 
so Evans 1973, p. 136. His connections with Tycho de Brahe have been document&. Hajek sent a manuscript 
copy of a technicd treatise on Copeniicus known as the Cornme1tr~oI11~ to Tycho in 1576. Kaufmann 1993, 

146. '' As Evans points out. Dee did not abstain h m  astronomical speailatiom: The gcnuineness of his conviction 
is borne out by the hand-written entries in Dee's own copy of a propostic almanac prepared by the Czech 
amloger Cyprian LeowiP and published - under the patronage of Maximilian - in 1564. nie book aimainad 
a series of prophecies about evmts to be arpected fiom 1564 to 1584; Dec evidently bought it at the tirne, and 
it is suil;ing how he has underiined especiaUy those passages connectai with Kabsburg or Bohemiiui hiaory.- 
Evans 1 973, p.22 1. 



Furthemore, the yean before 1600 witnessed a great increase in prophecies of imminent 

doom or reve~ation.~' ûther remarkable occurrences in the heavens. the novae of 1: 572 and 

1604, and the cornet of 1577, provoked more specialised astronomical opinion.53 

The Emperor himseif panicipated wirh vigor in these activities. Reports have Rudolf 

experiencing a crisis in 1600, largely due to fears of the new century and especially over his 

plans for mariage. Some of his contemporaries claimed he was under the influence of 

prophecy and that he would be intrigued against by members of his o\m familyu Yet if 

Rudolf was extreme in his interests in astroiogy, he certainly was not an exception. As has 

been show these concems were far fiom peculiar 'Ihe same kind of tensions, aggravated 

by political conflict and buttresseci by apocalyptic intimations, were widespread in Bohernia 

and elsewhere in the Habsburg lands."j5 

It is important to Reat these investigations in context." The traditional cosmology, 

in its essence a magical one centered on astrology, was not sirnply replaced with the advent 

of new instruments of observation and the developrnent of sophisticated Iaboratories. The 

mysteries of nature were ni11 investigated using ancient texts and the counly Kunsfkammer, 

" For a more daaiied account of the almanacs produceci at the court in Prague by Tadeas IIdjek and Adam 
Huber, arnong others, see Evans, p.278. As for prophecies of doom, some saw the point of decision as 1 588, 
when the wodd again would enter the conjunaion of the fiery trigon for the fint tirne in 800 years and the 
second time since the birth of christ. For others the yean 1 599 or 1600 were feared. Ernst Zirmer, Gcschichtc 
rr tu i  Bibliographie der Astrot~mischen Literahrr itr Dmtsch/a,td mr Zeir der Rerwisramie (Stuttgart: A. 
Hiersemann, 1 964). 1 8K 
'' Evans 1973. p.278. 
" Evans 1973, p.278-9. 
'' Evans 1973, p.279. 
J6 For a contextual understanding of Kepler's work in Prague see Anthony Grafto~ "Humanism and Science 
in Rudoihe Prague: Kepler in Context," Defenders of the T m  7he Trrditions of SchoZarship in an Age of 
Scietice. f4S&/8OO (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994), pp. 178-203- M o n  suggests that 3he 
abiity of sevemeemh ceritury scholars to combine scientific and humanistic btertsts, to use Near Eastern 
ianguages as weii as Western ones, to m o v ~  with obvious inteilectd codon fiom history to law to m o d  
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a collection that was reflective of the traditional cosmology. As will be show in chapter 

three, the Kumtkamnrer was an important link between science and art at the court of 

Rudolf II - it was used for study by Johannes Kepler as well as Rudolfine court artists such 

as Georg Hoefnagel, whose astrological works of art are the topic of the subquent  section. 

2.3 Astral imagery in cootext: Georg Hoefuagel and Paulus Fabritius 

With the relevance of astrology and astronomy to the court of RudoIf II explicated, 

a consideration of images invoking astrological symbolism is possible. In the sixteenth 

century, artists' use of allegories and emblerns flourished. As visual representations of 

abstract thought, these images often appear to the modem viewer as esoten'c in content. 

However, with an understanding of contemporary cosrnology, as discussed in chapter one 

of this thesis, and the above elucidation of the activities of astrologers and astronomers at 

the court of Rudoif II, we can move on to a contextua1 understanding of allegories and 

emblems imbued with astral principles. 

Georg Hoehagel( 1 542- 1 6001, court artist for Rudol f frorn 1 590-1 600, dernonstrates 

awmness of astral principles in a group of threc images, eventually colIected together, 

entitled Suite oj'clllegoricai ~iniofures.~'  Dunng his employ at the cou* Hoehagel, a 

learned Dutch artist skilled in natural history illustrations, emblems and miniature 

hiiosophy, is more iikeiy to inspire bewildermmt than admiration in the modem rcader-" Grdon 1994, p. 184. 
P7 In his discussion of thew miniatures, Thomas DaCosta Katilinam aiggerts tha %hile the intention o f  
Hoefhagel's designs is not yet clear, it seems possile tbat they were meant for a book ht Rudoif11 that was 
never campleteci, or eIsc as a set of independent paintings. The format and style of al1 three miniatures, as well 
as their content, relates rhem to each other. Styüszicaiiy, the swaying figues seen in the fint miniature, and also 
the largcr dimensions and spacing cornpositional tIemms in al uiree, point toward a dating at the end o f  
Hoefhagel's amer, c. 1600." l h d h a n n  1988, p.209. 



illuminations, presented the Emperor with at least six books and numerous independent 

miniatures. One of the images contained in the Suire of Allegorical a miniatures is The 

Horoscope for Ruùorf 11 (fig.18). As shown in the work of Thea Vignau-Wilberg, 

Hoefnagel's images are rife with humanistic symbolism, with every part of the image 

potentially symbolic for the ~iewer.'~ The creation of a visual horoscope for the Emperor re- 

iterates the importance accorded to astral science at the court. The fact that the image is a 

miniature does not detract From its importance - as pointed out by Vignau-Wilberg, in the 

seventeenth century independent miniatures were ofien hung next to larger oil p i~nt in~s . '~  

Given the use of papa as a medium it is unlikely that Hoefnagel's Horoscope was displayed 

in this manner; it is more likely that it was kept in one of the many drawen of the cabinets 

housing the imperid art collection which included a range of artificial and natwal objects. 

Thorough inventories enabled the viewer to locate the object of interest for study. Vignau- 

Wilberg stresses that an examination of various court inventories shows that at the end of 

the sixteenth century miniatures were ofien accorded a greater value than larger paintings. 

Rudolf was deeply interested in the pradce of astrology, and his horoscope had been 

cast by both Tycho and Kepler. It has k e n  suggested that he took prognosis very seriously, 

casting his own horoscope several times." Hoefnagel's pictorial horoscope dates to 1600, 

a year in which fears of the new century were rampant, and, as previously mentioned, the 

Emperor is said to have expenenced his own personal crisis in the face of his upcoming 

See Thea \ r i u - ~ ~ ~ ~  "Xatu~emMematik am Ende des 16.l-" 3afPbtK-h ckr KwwhirtOrrrCkft 
.Camrnftt~tgwt irr Wim 82/83 (1986/87), pp. 145-155; "Uribekanntc Kabinettdturen von Jerk Hoefnagcl" 
Jahrbrrch der Kuizsthistorischm SmrnIu~ipeil in Witw 85/86 (1989/90). pp. 67-78. 
s9 bignau-Wilberg i989/9û, p.73. 



rnaniage to the Archduchess Anna, daughter of Archduke Ferdinand of Tyrol and Anna 

Catharina Gonzaga. The marriage never took place, with the Archduchess eventually 

manyi'ng Rudolf s brother Matthias in 16 1 1 .j8 

In the image by Hoehgel two angels hold a disk upon which is mounted the 

emperor's horoscope. The numerals cn  the disk indicate the inclination of the various stars 

in the houses of the horoscope. Words containing the name of God in Hebrew (Yahweh) are 

positioned around the disk, indicating a possible cabalistic meaning. Underneath the 

horoscope are numerous aquatic creatures, while the heavens are filled with a number of 

putti and birds. An imperial eagle sits on top of the disk. It should be stressed that a 

horoscope in the sixteenth century was more than a pastime or refuge from politics. Rather, 

it was an appeal to the accepted cosrnology of the day for decision making, and an exertion 

of free will in the face of cosmic influence. In determining the character of the individual 

by the rules ot' judiciai astrology, the horoscope elevated the individual (Rudolt) into 

participation in the powers of the universe, and as Evans argues, "it could equally be a 

pnnciple of eman~i~ation.'"' In commissioning Hoehagel to depict his horoscope, Rudolf 

acknowledged the relevance of magical cosmology to his rule. 

A second image by Hoefhagel for the same suite of miniatures, Aliegory on 

Ruhifine Heuvens, can be discussed in tems of astral symbolism as well (fig. 19). The 

center of the image is dominated by a celestial sphere, upon which are inscribed the 

mythological charactes associated with the constellations. This "map of the stars is fair1 y 

- - -  

57 AE Gcricva, ri'.rtroh= md &- ï' ?' Ct-iiL?q I.I,%iii: !F7;?iüzz i;.;I;$ ü&:k !mrgr~tg~ of rk S m  fi fan ch est^ 
Manchester L'nnrersity Press, 1995). p. 136. 
'' Kaufmann 1988. p. 155. 



accurate: the constellations are positioned carefully in accordance with astronomical 

observations. Holding the sphere upright are a lion, the symbol for the zodiac sign of Leo, 

and the fish-tailed goat representing the zodiac sign of Capricom. The inclusion of Leo, the 

zodiac sign under which Rudolf was bom, is not surprising. As for the symbol for Capricom. 

this iconography is invoked time and again in Rudolfine imagery. Thomas DaCosta 

KaufÎnann points out that the Capricorn was the binh sign of the Roman Emperor Augustus, 

an emprnr who epitomized ''universal rule" and the benevolence of the Roman Empire.w 

The Capricom was thus adopted by Rudoif il and other rulets as an irnperial binh sign, as 

an indication of king part of the lineage of emperors. 

Hoefhagel's Horoscope of Rudolf Il and the Allegory on Rzidolfine Heavens are 

alike, both stylistically and thematicaily. Both are focused upon spheres held upright by two 

prominent figures. Both spheres are given over to illustrating aspects of contemporary astral 

science. The eagle on top of both images, a symbof of irnperial maiesty, suggests the 

dominance of the house of Habsburg. In depicting aquatic animals at the bottom of the 

Horoscope, and terrestrial animals at the bonom of the Allego-, Hoefhagel was likely 

alluding to the harmony of the elements under the benevolent rule of Rudolf il. Laden wSth 

astral content, both images invoke the all-encompassing and unified cosmology so 

characteristic of the late sixteenth century. Hoefiiagel's M e r  involvernent in astral themes, 

and use of astrological symbolism can be witnessed in Thee lmprese (fig.20)- as well as the 



Shrrfrmu~rerbuch (tig. 2 1 ), both of which include depictions of Capncom, Leo, and the 

Imperial eagle. 

Cosmological allusions are also evident at a more public level in Rudolf il's 

processional iconography. On July 1 7, 1 577, a massive entrance arch was constructeci for 

Rudolf s fint entry into Viem as Emperor. While there is no woodcut or etching extant for 

the arches into Vienna, one of the arches is described by Karel van Mander in his 

SchMerbwck, who writes that "six months afier the Emperor's election came the time that 

the Emperor was to make his joyful entry into Vienna, therefore the gentlemen of the city 

approached Spranger to make a large triumphal arch in the old Famer's ~arket.'"' Van 

Mander had been asked by Rudolf s court painter Bartholomaus Spranger to corne to Vienna 

to help on its construction. In an essay entitled "Astronomy, Technology, Humanism and 

Art," Thomas DaCosta Kaufmam analyzes previously unexamined documents surrounding 

the creation of these entrance arches6' His investigation focuses largely on the plans of the 

Imperia1 amonorner for Maximilan U at the time, Paulus Fabritius ( 15 19- 1589) who would 

eventually function as imperial mathematician and physician to ernperor Rudolf 11. 

There are eleven folios by Fabritius which pertain to the construction of the arches, 

with texts on designs, sources and appearances. in these documents, Fabritius explains that 

his written testimony is lefl in order to preserve the arches for posterity. The city had ordered 

the arches destroyed before they couid be worn away by the elements, as they had been made 

61 Karei van Mander, Thr Liws of r i e  IIltlstrious 1Verherlil)dislt c;ad Gt.v?th~t Paj?tters met Sci~iIderbuzc'k), 
Hesse1 Medema, tram. (hrnspijk: Davaco, 1994, fol. 2Zr. 
'' KB* 1993, pp. 136-1 50. 



out of perishable items such as tena cotta hay and Sculpton. painten and 

architects are cited as aiding him in the enterprise, above al1 Bartholomaus Spranger. While 

Van Mander in his description focuses on the design and technique used for the arches, 

Fabritius details the iconography. Statues of Rudolf ii and Maximilian iI flanked the opening 

of the arch, with efigies of the cardinal virtues next to each of them. Atop the whole arch 

s t d  Neptune and Athena, and on the reverse, Jupiter and Hercules. Painted on the ceiling 

were the coats of arms of the realms which were under Habsburg rule, with poems making 

reference to the virtues of Habsburg nilen." 

Of greatest interest in the account of Fabritius is his description of two large Stone 

globes, t h e  and a half feet in diameter, that were placed beneath the statues of Maximilian 

II and Rudolf II. Beneath the figure of Maximilan II, Fabritius had designed a celestial globe, 

upon which \vas inscribed in Latin: "beneath his feet he sees the On the other side: 

at the feet of Rudolf II, a terrestrial sphere was set with the inscription "but he govems 

eanhly realms.'* As the emperor passed by in his procession. each globe was designed to 

rotate on its axis, revealing another set of inscriptions. On the celestial globe was inscnbed 

"fiom the opinion of Ptolemy of Alexandria and the more received opinion of the 

philosophers," and on the terrestrial appeared "fiorn the opinions of Heracles of Pontus, 

Ekphantes the Pythagorean and Nicolas ~ o ~ e r n i c u s . ~ '  

Kaufmann 1993, pp. 13 7-8. 
a Kaufkm 1993, pp. 14 1-2. 
" Transiation is fiom Kaufmann 1993, p. 142. 
66 Kaufmann 1993, p.142. 
'' KatIfntann 1993, p. 142. As Kaufmann points out, "against the feccived opinion that the heavens moved around 
the stationary earth, Copernicus had assigneci to the m h  a mpie movement, including rotation around its axis. 
Whiie FabritRis aiiowed tOr a dcmonstration of how the heawns moved according to P t o l d c  teadiing, he aiso 
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As Kauhann notes, the appemce of this globe just twenty-four years afier the 

publication of Copernicus' De Hevolufionrbta in 1553 is astonishing. Fabritius' public and 

anistic presentation of Corpemican theory is an example of the advanced and technical 

astronomical thinking that occurred under Rudolf s reign. Yet in the entrance arch, the 

Ptolernaic system, with its earth-centered universe, and the helio-centric vision of 

Copernicus are treated in a congrnous manner. In his presentation of a Ptolemaic globe in 

conjunction with the Copernican sysiern, Fabritius exhibited the remarkable flexibility of his 

context, in which a seeming paradox was resolved. Indeed, there seems to have been linle 

rwm for "paradox" or '-antithesis" in the practice of astral science in the sixteenth century. 

Like his contemporaries Tycho de Brahe and Johannes Kepler, Fabritius was also active as 

both an astrologer and an amonorner. He produced astmnomical works of an observational 

character, including tracts on the cornets of i 556, 1558, and 1577, but he also engaged in 

prognosis and the writing of astrological calendan. Fabritius' interest in both astrology and 

astronomy is, once again, indicative of the CO-existence of both at Rudolf II's court, where 

both sciences were respected Furthemore, the final exarnple discussed in this chapter, the 

entrance arch at Vienna, demonstrates the emphatically public and ceremonial role played 

by astral imagery at the court of Rudolf II. 

2.4 Conclusion 

The late sixteenth century is ofien cited as containing the foundations for an 

increasingly empirical science that would flourish in the seventeenth. Supposedly, a fonn 

showed how the eanh moved accordhg to Copexnic8n domine." 



of reasoning based on relations between qualities of men and matter was discarded, making 

way for a new cosmology to emerge. Astronomy would eventually reject its precedents in 

"magic" and pivot on mathematical analysis. With the refomulation of scientific method 

by Francis Bacon (1561-1626), "magic" would be condemned as lacking the public and 

collaborative character so necessary to the "new science." 

1 would argue that characterizing the traditional cosrnology, specifically belief in 

astral detenninism, as a hurdle "overcome," is to ignore the context of Renaissance courts 

such as that of Rudolf A modem and therefore artificial rift between astrology and 

astronomy should not be brought into considerations of sixteenth century cosrnology. For a 

contextual understanding of these expressions, the divisions and schisrns familiar to us today 

must be abandoned. It is true that apprehension of nature at the court of Rudolf II was 

predicated on an apnoristic scheme of correspondences. The traditional cosrnology complete 

with astrological tenets remained tenacious and central to the activities of astronomer and 

artist alike. Brahe and Kepler continued to believe in the power of the stars, and artists such 

as Hoetiiagel gave expression to a form of imperial symbolism laden with astral content. 

Yet in tnvestigatmg these works, it can be seen how "magic," in terms of astral science, 

sought an active justification of intellect and provided its own scope for an improvement in 

the human condition. For an accurate horoscope, increasingly precise instrumentation was 

necessary, for example, the telescope. Lnitially Kepler was skepicai ot'the existence of such 

- - - - - . . - - - - -  

M As bufîmnn points out, "one reigning dogm &t;rined thpt humanimi hi b d  littlt to offer to tliç 

developnient of a 'new science.' Ciassical culture had been litmiy, and as such it had littie to contribute to a 
knawledge that coltld offer mstery over mnire An exneme aniailatian of this position even held that in the 
rcverence and rcvival of classicai lettes. Renaissance humanimi actually impeded the development of a new 
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a powetful instrument for obse~ng the heavens - it was Rudolf himself who provided 

Kepler with a copy of Galileo's treatise!' In such a context. the rote played by astrology in 

stimulating empirical science and new scientific discovenes cannot be underestimated. 

science based on cxperirnentation and observation." Kaufmann 1993, p.4. 
69Kaumÿuul 1993. p. 1 20. 



Chapter 3 

Mythological paintings in context 

Whoever so desires nowadays has only to go to Prague if he can, to the geatest art patron 
in the world at the present time, the Roman Emperor Rudolf the Second; there he may see 
at the Imperia1 residence. and elsewhere in the collections of other great art loven, a 
remarkabie number of outstanding and precious, curious, unusuai and priceless works. 

- &uuz VAN MANDER, Schilderbmck, 1 6W 

In 1594, presenting counsel at a court masque, Francis Bacon ( 156 1- 1626) discussed 

the methods for achieving a "Conauest of the Works of ~ature."' He recommended the 

establishment of a library, a garden, a stable for rare beasts, a cage for rare birds, lakes for 

fish, a house for instruments and vessels, as well as the following: 

a goodly huge cabinet, wherein whatsoever the hand of man by exquisite art 
or engine has made rare in stuff, form or motion, whatsoever singularity 
chance, and the shuffle of things hath produced; whatsoever nature bas 
wrought in things that want life and may be kept; shail be sorted and 
included.' 

Al1 this was necessary, according to Bacon, in order for the collecter "to have in 

small compas a mode1 of the universal nature made private."' Only a monarch had the 

authority and means to establish such an all-encompassing collection, and when cornplete, 

the contents would represent the world in small - a microcosm. Possession and study of such 

a microcosm would allow for an increase in knowledge and power over the macrocosm of 

' TZ;c capital lcttcrs arc Bacon's o m  punctuation. See Francis Bacon, Gesra Grayortm. first pubtishcd in 
London, 1688 (Oxford reprint, 1914, pp.23-24). As Kaumiann points out, the context of Bacon's counsel is 
inportant: "the English court masque, iike nrnilar entenainments at other courts, including imperial tournaments, 
was a way rrf ceIehratiny the niler's mjesty In this regard it fùnctioned in part simiiariy to political degories 
in the visuai arts." Thomas DaCosta KaufinaM, Tlie Mmres, of N a ~ t r e  (Nw Jersey: Pheton  University Press, 
1993), p. 184. For ttrther literature on such couniy actihies see Roy Strong, SpleBdor at Cartr. Rerwi~~~~lce 
Spctacfe mxi the fnraier of Pmer (Boston: Houghton Miftlin, 1973). For an excellent source on Bacon see 
Paolo Rossi, Frartcis Bacon: Fmm Magic to Science (London: Routledge. 1968). 
' Bacon 1688. pp.34-35. 
' Bacon 1688. p.35. 



the world. 

These remarks by Francis Bacon, the figure most readily associated with the -'new 

science" that was to emerge in the seventeenth century, afford interesting comment on 

collecting practices in the late sixteenth centmy. A reformulation of scientific research and 

the role of magic has k e n  attributed to Bacon and his "new instauration" of leaming, which 

involved that science have a public, democratic and collaborative character.' Yet Bacon's 

remarks are indicative of his own adherence to the more magical aspects of the cosmology 

of his day. It is incorrect to view Bacon's scientific thought as radically new and 

"progressive" as a whole, as the passage wwhh begins this chapter reveals. Bacon may have 

evolved towards pronouncements more readily associated with the ideology of modem 

science; nevertheless, his remarks in 1584 have been convincingly linked by Thomas 

DaCosta Kauhnann to the essentially magical concept of the ~unstkarnrner.~ Literally 

translated as a "cabinet of art," the Kunstkunzmern of various European courts have been 

documented as containing objects as varied as fossils, scientific instruments, sculptures and 

paintings. As suggested by Kaufmann, 'rhe collecting mania of the period was not idle 

curiosity, but an attempt to organize diverse objects in a way which w ~ u l d  reflect their 

original disposition, their place in the chain of creation.. . the rare and strange appeared with 

the beautiful.'" Ownenhip of such a collection was thought to represent mastery of the 

4 L r--. ,hi piri; SE laü:ü Eûssi, ~Xetkiriitid Aii orid X'ki~mpkj k ûk Skeenîh Ccîiiüq-" ti P h i f û ~ h y ,  

,T;.hmI,log). rurJ t h  Arts Nt rhc Ear& Jfdcrrt Era (T\rew York: H q e r  %: Row, IWO), p.2. 
Kaufinann nates that "the fiill impm of Bacon's words in relation to the Ku,utkammer has yet to be 

recognked- . .much of Bacon's plan for the 'new instauration' of learning, and what we would caU science, is 
associated with a der." Ka* 1993. p. 184. 

Kaufmann 1993, p. 184. See also the edited collection of essays by Oliver Impey and Arthur MacGregor, Thr 
Orip-tts of M I M I ~ S :  The Cabirret of Cunos~~fies irr Simenth- d Sewnreetxth century Europe (Oxford: 



world at large, or to use the words of Bacon. the "conquest of the works of nature." 

Sc holars continue to debate the role of the Kmrfkamrner in sixteenth century courts. 

In contrast to Kaufmann's interpretation, Krzysztof Pomian describes the Kunvrkutnmer as 

prior to and independent of modem science, a collection with objects that were "ternporarily 

or pennanently removed from economic circulation."' Pomian argues that items housed in 

the collections were "curiosities" rather than king  actively med. This interpretation 

connects the Kunsrkummer to a love for useless or dangerous knowledge - curiosity was 

regarded as a vice during the Middle du es.* However, Pomian's suggestion that the items 

housed in the Kunsrkummer were not used in any scholarly way, and collected in a rather 

haphazard manner, ignores the fiinction of these collections as a study tooI for scientists and 

artists in a context such as Rudolf s coun in Prague. Both Johannes Kepler and Georg 

Hoefnagel, discussed in chapter two, had access to the Rudoltine Kunstkarnmer - its role in 

stimulating their work is in need of investigation, 

Funher, in conceiving of parallek between various parts of the universe, these 

secular collections were organized according to principles of contemporary cosmology and 

played an important role in court diplomacy. Rudol f possessed the most comprehensive 

Kzinsrkammer of his day. In this, he was conceived of as ruling the state, human flairs and 

Clarendon Press, 1986), with a helptùl bibliography for European Kttttiikrunrnertr, pp.282-3 12. 
Krzysztof Pomian, CoiIe'cfors a td  C~~rimiries: Pm> a d  I brie ,  1500-/800 (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1990). 

p.48. in the same passaye. Pomian States that "it r e m i h s  to be seen wtiaher these Kim+ and Wurrl~rkrunmenr 
had any real significance, and whether the vogue for them can justifiably be regardeci as symptomatic o f  major 
teridencies in erudite culture at that time." For tùrther discussion of the contrast bemeen interpreting the 
Kttt~tkamrner as a "cabinet OF curiosities" or a "scicntific museumm see Gerard Turner, "The Cabinet of 
Experirnental Philosophyn and Elfia FU&O& "The Collection of  Rudolf II at Prague: Cabinet of  Curiosities 
or Scientific Museum?", both in hpey/MacGregor 1983. 

E. Peters, "1-ikrtao frrqrrirendi and the Cïtittm Citriosiraris in Medieval Thought, " in la Nirion de /.ilune 
m kkyetr Age, Dominique Sourdel end Janine Sourdel-Thornine. eds. (Paris, 1985). pp.89-98. 



the body politic. Fmces Yates has even k e n  suggested that the objects in the collection 

were thought of as talismen through which Rudolf mi@ control the macr~cosm.~ Belief that 

ownership of the Kunstkurnrner sym bol ized domination of the macrocosm cannot be 

dismissed in the context of sixteenth century courts, nor can artistic production be treated 

as exempt fiom such an ail-encornpassing system of thought. 

in the context of the Kmtkammer, the theme of domination often pivoted on the use 

of astrological symbols. As Holy Roman Emperor, defender of the Habsburg legacy, and 

owner of the largest Kmstkarnmer, it is hardly surprising that Rudolf s personal iwnography 

involved apotheosis. Hans von Aachen ( 1552- 16 19,  an artist fiorn Cologne who was narned 

irnperial Kammennaer in 1592, often used astral symbolism in his depictions of Rudolf, and 

especially in allegories on the "Turkish Wars" of 159 1 - 1606. Relations with the Ottoman 

Empire had entered a new period of belligerence, in part "spurred on by astrotogical 

~rnens." '~ Two works on stone epitomize how von Aachen used asml synbols to enforce 

Rudolf as a tn'urnphant leader. The first is a small portrait of Rudolf on alabaster; on the 

verso is an Aflegoty on rlle Trrrkish Wurs (figs. 22 & 23). In the Allegoy the qualities of the 

stone on which Von Aachen painted are visible in the sky, and suggestive of heaventy 

spheres. A Roman Emperor is shown wearing a laurel wreath seated while captive Turks 

bow d o m  before him. Behind the emperor stands Athem and above her the irnperial eagle. 

Coming towarâs the emperor is Mercury carrying the victor's palm and olive branch, witb 

the zodiacal sign of Capricorn directly behind him. As was discussed in chapter two, the 

' Thomas DaCona K a u W  %rites that Frances Yues suggestcd this possibüity to him. Thom DaCosta 
Koufbnn, C'ariaricuts orr r k  Impcrid %*ms irr fht. Agr. of L~;lraimiIiart II a d  Ruci'olfll (New York: G ~ ~ d  
Pubiications, 1978). 



zodiacal sign of Capricorn recurs in Rudolfine iconography as the zodiacal symbol of the 

Roman Ernperor Au-wtus. ' ' It is clear that the astral references in this image have the tone 

of political propaganda; the Turkish army is shown to be thwrted, with Mercury and the 

Capricorn presiding over the victory. Von Aachen employed this iconography on numerous 

occasions, especially in a second double-sided work on marble depicting another allegory 

on the Turkish wars (figs. 24 & 25). In this allegory Jupiter is show triumphant vanquishing 

the army below him. On the verso, the Capricorn and the imperial eagle are shown. Again, 

Von Aachen has made use of the Stone to depict the spheres of the heavens. 

Both these works clearly combine political propaganda with traditional astral 

symbols. Indeed, it could be argued that in the late sixteenth century politics and cosmology 

were inseparable. Von Aachen's allegories are as politically charged as the more explicit 

depiction of RudoIf by the imperial printmaker Aegidius Sadeler (fig.26). In the engravinç 

from 1600, Rudolf is shown as a triumphant general in fuIl battle regalia, wearing a laure1 

wreath, which is not norrnally a part of battle regalia - here it is a reference to a tnumphant 

Roman emperor or general. Works in the Ktrnstkummer, indeed, the Kumkummer as a 

whote played an important role in political propaganda and court diplomacy. in what 

follows, the collection will be discussed not in terms of idie cunosity or as an idiosyncratic 

pursuit, but an important expression of the ideology of nile and the power of the emperor. 

Further, 1 will argue that in the context of the Kunstkamer, mythological deities were onen 

vested with more than a decorative fùnction. This identification with the traditional 

I l  r-, ,,,, ~-.-:i--i x-,.-i-, -r..,, 4 -A.,,* , t x - - - ~ - -  --- v-A 1r-,,11.- ni. n,tr.:-,~ n, -,,,,. r ,  
A  VI  & I A I U I I .  U b L ( U 1 C U  U I 3 b U ~ I U I A  U L  *VI1 M * . L I L I I  5 Q U L s W l I b 3  X b  - 0 1 8  V ULUhq U L C  1 ULIII~CII< L  t U ' & W L U U  

&'aiems- R*, -L tL-  I ?  tTCemmm 10701 
..M.&. .... "".,a .. \ . .-.m..+ . . 4 ,. 
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cosmology was not antithetical to new types of empirical investigation which the 

Kurz&ammer potentially stimulateci. A reiteration of the remarkable flexibility of Rudolf s 

court in encompassing seemingly contrasting systems of belief will emerge. 

3.1 The Imperia1 Kunstkanrmet: an overview 

The Habsburg patronage of the arts was welt established when Rudolf succedeci as 

Holy Roman Emperor in f 576, and officiaily moved the seat of the Empire from Vienna to 

Prague in 1 583. " The Hahsburg collections which Rudolf inherited remained for wme time 

in Vienna, since his new home, the H r a d h y  palace, initially had no rooms designateci for 

the Kumtkc~rnrner. l 3  As predeceswn to Rudolf. Ferdinand L had established the first imperial 

Kzmrkammer in Vienna, while Maximil ian 113 assemblage of court painters would provide 

the hasis of Rudolf s own artistic circle.'" However, it is the Spanish court of Philip il ( 1556- 

98) most ofien cited as having had a decisive idluence on Rudolf s taste in arts. Rudolf and 

his brother Ernst spent eight years at the court during their teen years, on the insistence of 

their uncle Philip, and Rudotf came to share Philip's interest in the works of Bruegel, 

Correggio. Parmigianino and ~itian." 

'' For a disarssion as to why Rudolfchose to move the seat of the 1 iabsburg Empire see Evans 1973, pp.22-9. 
" E l i h  ~u%ov& Prague Castk GaIfcvy: .1 Gttidc* ro t h  C'oII~*crions (Pngue: Pngue C d e  .-ntion, 
1998). p. 19. For a preliminary innodudon to Rudolf II's colleaion see Rovaud Bauer and Herbert H a u p ~  eds., 
"Das Kiinst kamrnerinventar Kaiser RiidolE5 U , 1 mi-1 6 1 1 ,- Jnhrhrrth der ASlrirrhicrnri.whvt ,Grnmlrrrrg~n in 
Wett 72 (1976). pp.vU-191; Elisabeth Scheiche. Die Kmsr- r r r d  Wmderkumrnerit der Hubsbwger (VieMa. 
Munich Zurich, 1979). pp. 142-78; E l i b  FU%OV& 'Eùadol II: Einige Bemdcungen ni seinene Samrnlungen," 
c~&JI+' 18(1970). pp. 128-33; Klara Garas. "Zur Gescgichte der Kunstsammlunsen Rudolfs a" ~ m h '  18 
( 1 970). pp. 134-4 1. 
'' KaufinaM 1988. p. 13. -49 pointed out by Kaiifham, these mtmbas of the Habsburg lincage are "less Familiar" 
outside of central Europe - Ferdinand L Rudoif's pated  gmdfather. was Holy R o m  Emperor h m  1558-64. 
Maximiban IL Rudolfs fathet, was Holy Roman Emperor Eiom 1564 -76. 
" Evans 1973. p.49 Evans nota chat %bobsavers Ïn Venna saw the p t  c h ~ e  in RudoIf on his mum [hm 



Kauhann has pointed out that Rudolf s hierarchical status as Holy Roman Emperor 

- first in protocol among the princes of the empire - aiso meant, by analogy, that the 

Kunsrkarnmrr over which he presided was more important than other contemporary 

collections o f  major sipificancee; for instance thme at Dresden and Munich. l6 Thuz; the 

hierarchical rules of courtly status and d e c o m  govemed the collecting of art at coun. As 

a collector, Rudolf was determined and persistent in his efforts, using al1 the means at his 

disposal, such as stationing envoys and ambassadors at noble courts throughout Europe, who 

would alert the Emperor as to various possibilities for acquisition. Most ciramatic to this 

effect are Rudolf s attempts to obtain a series of painting by Correggio (1490-1534) 

depicting the god Jupiter and his various loves, episodes which are recounted in Ovid's 

Me~umorpho.~e.~ : G u ~ c d e .  Io. Leda. and Dancrc. " Rudolf s pursuit of this sensuous series 

of paintings would last more than fifieen years. Attesting to his determination are Rudolf s 

instructions to the imperial ambassador in Spain, Count Khevenhüller, CO commision a copy 

of Correggio's Gilnytrm'e if the original remained unobtainable." Rudolf s interest in such 

sensual imagery has been used an all-encompassing chamcterization of his collecting 

Spain]. . .none of the influences was reflmed simply, but the fascination of Rudolf herder  of things Spanish 
is manifest: he dressed in Spanish Fashion, spoke Spanish fomaily for preference, and placed great tnin in 
advisers with close Spanish connections." It is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss in detail the 
similarities between Pilip and Rudolf as collectors. For a preliminary discussion of the impact of Phillip II on 
Rudoif see ~uLSkova 1998, p.19; Carl Justi, 'Philipp U afs Kundkunâ," in Miscelfmeen c n c ~  &ei 
Jahrhtoderte~z S p t i s c h  Kitnstfeberrs, 2. vols. (Berlin, 1 908). pp.2 1 -36. 
l6 Kaufmann 1988, p.25. 
" The series was painted c. 1530-3 for Feden'go Gonzaga, Lord of Maom h m  15 19-40. The Gaymede and 
the Io are now in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna; the b& is in the GeddcgaIeric, Berlin; the Dume 
is in the Borghese Gaiieq, Rome. For the episodes in Ovid's Mermorphares. see the translation by AD. 
M m e  ( M d :  M o r d  Llniversity Press, 1986): Ganymede, p.229; Io, pp. 18-23; Le&, p. 124; h e .  p. 124. 
" Adolfo Venturi. *Zur ûeschich?e der Kunstsammlungen Kaiser Rudolfs ïi", Repenorium fiir 
Kir~rSnviserrschs# (Mn, 1885) p.3. ïhe documents are cited as uUrkunden und Regesten aus d m  K.K. Haus- 
Ho6 und Staatsarchiv in Wi-" Jahrbuch 13 ( H E ) ,  pt.2, p.c?dM £,no. 9433; p.dviii, nos. 9450,9455. 



tendencies. In other words, Rudolf has been described as interested in erotic irnagery at the 

expense of al1 else, an interpretation that \vil1 be discussed in the subsequent section on 

mythological paintings. However, as pointed out by Cathleen Hoeniger in a forthcoming 

publication, an important motivation for Rudolf in seelung out the Correggio painting was 

their didactic potential: "Rudolf envisioned these celebrated mythological works as 

exemplary artistic statements to be copieci, imitated and emulated by his own court painters 

as pan of a humanistic an pra~tice."'~ 

Rudolf was equally as determined with regard to Albrecht Dürer, and he eventually 

possessed one of the largest collections of Dürer's works, at a time when the artist's works 

were avidly sou& throu_diout ~umpe.'* According to Joachim von Sandrart, Rudolf ordered 

that Dürer's ,Wudonnu of rhe Rosuty be taken fiom i ts original location in Venice and carried 

by four men on their shouldea over the Alps - the painting has remained in Prague ever 

rince." Rudolrs acquisitions included Dürer drdwin~s, wuodcuts and cupper enyrav ings? 

as well as the artist's witings on proportion. The presence at Rudolf s court of one of the 

most noted Dürer imitators of the 16& century. Hans Hoffmann. supports the view that 

Rudolf was determined to possess a complete set of Dürer's w r k s  at itny cost. It has been 

- -- 

t 9 Cathleen Hrxniger, "The k p t i o n  of Corrq&tTs Luws uf Jupi~~fr." rt~~tsihfr fr~.Jwlur S'lKwwtt (Ebnard 

p. ,;icrsity . rb hfuscwn P r s  in p-Js). SCC dsû Yl ; tü , l r ;~~ ï  !?55,pp.55-W. 
:' O I k  Dùrer çd!+no-. kc!sde Dcke MZY;,TU~? .? cf%v.zria-. .kch&!!e Fer&xzd ~!T;Tc!. -=? 'I=ru..k- 3 
patricians 9 ~ c h  as Wfflibdd M o *  Melchior Ayrer, and Paulus Praun. Rudolf's interest in mrer was also 
rnotivated by his attempts to emuiate M a - d i a n  ï, wha had employed Durer in his court circie. For Rudolf as 
a coilector of Durer sec JoxfNaiYnh "Rudolf II ais mrer Sammler." Xeniu Austriaur, [Çienna 1693). vol 
t pt.4, pp. 185-222; EII% ~uc'kova. "Um% na dvore Rudotfa II. a jetch mah k tvorbe Abrechta DUrem" 
L J ~ C % I ~  IO ( 1  972). pp 14-66; Thomas DaCosta Kauham, "Hemcutics in the Hinory of An: Remarkr on 
the Reception of Dürer in the Sicteenth and Eariy Scverrteenth Centunes," N m  Pcrqxcttivrs otz the Rrt of 
Rerrcrimrc~ Nuremkg: Five ~ ~ 5 ,  Jeffrey Chipps Smith, ed. (Texas: Huntington Art Gailery. 1985)- pp.23- 
29. 
" Joachim von Sandran. Tii~ttxhe AC(ICJc?mie der h l - .  B W  trnd~%f&Icrei Kz~ime, 2 vois. (Xurembetg. 1675). 



argued that under Hohann's guidance. Rudolf became a ventable Dürer connoisseur." 

Given the means at Rudolf s disposal, it is not surprising that the collection grew 

with a speed that was almost without precedent, surpassing in scale the Kunsfkummern of 

al1 of Rudolf s predecesson.'3 According to a Venetian envoy in 1612, the collection 

contained three thousand While there is no inventory for the paintings extant 

from Rudolf s life-time, an inventory exists for the year 1621 - drawn up, however, on the 

basis of earlier documents, and listing coilections that had already been considerably 

depieted by numerous interventions." The other contents of the Kunstkamrner are knowvn 

from the inventory made in the years 160% 1 1, as well as a List from 16 19, which also 

contains the estimated values of the items. According to the inventories, a range of objects 

including statues, sculptures, drawings, prints, weapons, coins, astronomical and scientific 

instruments, clocks, zoological and botanical collections were housed in the ~icnsfkarnmer.~~ 

Such an enormous collection required a vast amount of space. In his cornmitment to 

the Kt~nn~rkammcr Rudolf transformed the Imperia1 Cade in Prague, the Hradcany, for the 

purpose of housing the collection Two buildings were added to the palace in the 1 S O S ,  the 

Kew reprint with introduction by Christian Klemm & Jochen Becker, (Nordlingen: Alfons Uhl. 1995). 1 : 223. 
The M&tm of the Romp is now in the N8rodni Galerie. 
* - According io ~u&ov& -nowhere else in the late 16' cen with the acepùon of Düm's homecown of 
Nuremberg. could boas  as a large a co1lecUon of Dürm.." Fu ov6 1972. p. 157. 
" Fut<kova 1998, p. 19. 

EX 
'' ~uh?<o& 1998, pp.23-24. See Kaufhann 1988 for the best anempt at cataioguing the painting9 of the 
Ktmtàummer. 

Fugk& 1998, p.24. The dispersai of Rudolfs coilection began shortly afler his death. Rudolf s succasor, 
Emperor Matthias, removed much of the K u r t r ~ ~ m c r  to Vienna. Albrmht, govemor of Spanish Netherlands, 
obtained in 16 15 a nurnber of jewels, rare objects and one hündred painting5 tiom the cotleaion. Mer his 
viaory at the Battle of White Moumain, Maùrnilian 1 of Bavaria moved many of the art works fiom Pmpe 
Cade to Munich. Karl von Liechtenstein also obtained a nurnber of works. Emperor Ferdinand II continued 
%l'th moving the K~trrsthmer to  Vienna. Mer the occupation of Prague in 1630 by Saxon soldiers. more 
works were disperd  to Vienna. See FU&O& 1998, p.26. 
" ~ u g k o v h  1998. p.24. For more on this inwmory. aecuted by Rudolf s court min Daniel Frtirhl. see 



first of tihirh tias the swalled "Spanish : IâH" m tap af the sto51es." Mcôjiüiiîg ~ i i  mctm 

in width and f o q  meters in length, the Spanish Hall ws exceptionallp large for an 

exhibition space. suggestive of the mapitude of the collc~tion.'~ The geater part of the 

collection was houced in the aptly n m e d  "Langer Bau" (Long Building), which \vas three 

stories hiçh, measurinç sis metcrs in width and a hundred meten in length.lg On the gound 

flmr was a collection of rare hamesses and saddles. The first flmr was divided i n t ~  four 

separate roorns which contained painting of smaller dimensions, sculptures, and a range 

of man made and natural objects, al1 placed on shelves in cabinets, drawers of chests, and 

desks. in a methodical and organized marner. For thnse who wished to investigate the 

contcnts of thc collcction, an invcnrory uss uscd to locatc the various it~rns.~' 

-4s for the top floor of the "Langer Ba&" it consisted of two large halls which were 

directly accessible h m  the Empror's private apartments." In his Schilrkrbcxsk Karel van 

Mander describes these rooms, refemng to the Sulette connecting Rudolf s apartments to 

the ~z~nstk~~mnrer .~'  According to van Mander, the ceilings and walls were adomed with 

penonifications of the hvelve months and the elements, in the mida of which stood Jupiter 

Neumann 1977, p.418. 
'' KaumiaM daims that the houshg of the collection o v a  the &la was a fegture distinct to the P q u e  
K t ~ U l h m 4 r .  '"correspondhg to Guman taste, where a banifid staiiion was appreciated as much as a beautifid 
painting." K a u h  1978, p.23. The extent of Rudoif's stables was noted by Pierre Bergeron in 1603 on his 
travels: 'Whin the C a d e  are stables, some of the best looked &cr in Europe; there are always nearly three 
hundred horses there, orimting tiom every possible country, and they are the most beautiftl in the world." 
From Fucikova 1998, p. 1.  

~ u S k o &  1998. p.24. The designers ofthe interior. Ham and Paul Vredeman de Vries. created a system of 
three projections, or plimhs, which were placed near the ground, on a bench and on a window ledge with the 
~Pintings resting on them. These ledga were suitable oniy for large canvaur and panels. 

Fub"ko6 1998, p.23. 
M Fu'cikovi 1998. p.34. 
" FU&OV& 1998, p.24. 
'' K M 1  van Manda. Hri Schilderhck (The Lives of chu IIft~stn'tn~s Netkrfandish arxl Grnnan Pait~ters), 
Hesse1 Miedema, tram. (Dornspijl: Davaco, 1994) vol. 1 ,  fo1.267r. 



as d e r  of the macrocosm, presiding over the collection. It was noted in chapter two that the 

imperial eagle of Jupiter appears frequently in RudoIf s personal iconography as depicted 

by his own court artists. The possibility that the depiction of Jupiter in the center of the room 

leading to the Kmtkummer was intended to signi@ Rudolf s domination of the collection 

and the macrocosm it represented is a tempting one. Contemporary support for such an 

interpretation is offered by Karel van Mander in his commentary on Ovid's Metamorphosev, 

when he explains that man by nature is inclined in art towards religiosity (frornigheit), and 

that "almost al1 king were named Jupiter, and taken to be gods and worshipped as more 

than human."" Most recently Paula Findlen has cuggested that '-the Kicnstkc~mmcr became 

a powerful symbol of the Emperor's vision of the world - an extended allegory of his earthly 

reign as ~ u ~ i t e r . ' " ~  

Other deities ..governing' the Kunstkamer included Hermes (Mercury) and Abma 

(Minerva). As discussed in chapter two, the hybrid figure of Hermathenu \vas thought to 

rrprcseni the union of wisdom and e l ~ ~ u c n c e . ~ '  These deitirs wrre depicted by 

Bartholomiius Spranger in fresco in the "White Tower" of the Prague castle (fig.27). Again, 

the location of the painting is significant in interpreting its meaning. Neumann argues that 

the location of the painting in the room where a m s  were kept, and adjoining the 

Kunrtkammer relates the deities to a theme of "watchfulness" and observation. He suggests 

that Hermes' hmd gesture towards the east could be interpreted as pointing towards the Sun 

;1 
- -  Karel van Mander's conunentary on Ovid's h1ercrnrorph~es was uanslated into &man by Joachim voir 
Sandm in 1675. In what foUows I rely on Sandrart's translation - see Joachim von Sandran, Terrrsche 
Acpdernie der Bar-. Bild- rrrdJ.lahlerei-Ktï~~sle~ New reprint \\ith introduction by Christian Klemm & Jochen 
Becker (Nordlinsen: ..Ufons Lrhl, 1995); for the quotation regarding Jupiter see p.8. 
'' Prague 1997, p.? 1 1 .  



which rises in the e a ~ t . ' ~  While it is impossible to ver@ Neumann's humanistic 

interpretation, it is noteworthy that Mercury is referred to by Karel van Mander as the first 

observer of the stars. and the fint to mesure the length of days and yean.37 

As for Athena, her importance in Rudolfine iconography is supported by another 

image by Spranger, namely, the Triun@ of Wisdorn (fig.28). Athena is shown as victorious 

over ignorance, represented by the beheaded body at her feet.'* Representations of the arts 

surround her, including astronomy, represented by the figure holding up an armillary sphere. 

Here Athena symbolizes Renaissance ideals of education. As argued by Kauhann, it is 

iikely that Spranger saw painting as embodying the same goals as education, traditionally 

the production of leamed or wise eloquence and represented consistently as Athena. It will 

do well to note that in this period the autonomy of painting as an art was being asserted on 

a public level. On A p d  27, 1595, Rudolf released a Mujesrütsbrief in which he raised 

painting to the level of a fiee a d g  The letter States that painting is no longer to be refmed 

to as a trade, rather, it is to be descnbed as .4~/crlk2rnst. The artists were thus emancipated 

from the guilds. Epitomizing the new sta tu  of painting is Aegidius Sadeler's engraving of 

Minrrva Introhccs Painting to the Liberul Arts (fig.29). As Jürgen Müller points out this 

was an important step towvards painting king accepted ac an autonomous an." In assening 

that painting was one of the liberal arts, it seems plausible to suggest that Rudolfine court 

- - - - - - - - - - 

" Seumann 1970, p. 142. 
'6 Neumann 1970, p. 1.17. 
" Miedema 1994. p. 1'1. 
38 For Minerva in allegoriec of art cet- 4 Pigler, "hieid und ITri\+enheit 4 9  Widersacher der Kunst- Arm 
Hisroricie Arrirrm 1 1 9541. pp 2 1 5-23 5.  
39 For a reproduction of part of the t a .  see Jürgen Müller. Concordia Praper~is: Karel wi Ma~der-s 
Ktrr~sttheone im SchiIder-hck: Eirr Beinag zur Rherorisienrng von Kurm tirrd Leben am Beispid der 
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artists saw themselves as educators. The mythological figures Athena and Hermes were 

imbued with more than a decorative hnction at the court. To what extent can this be said 

of other deities depicted? 

3.2 A new appraisal of Bartholomiius Spranger's love mythologies 

In his taste for contemporary art, it is indisputable that Rudolrs tastes ran to the 

myth~lo~ical." In his catalogue of Rudolfine coun anists, Kaufinann includes six hundred 

and fi@ paintings - half of these have mythological subject matter. Attributed to the leading 

court artist Bartholomaus Spranger are sixty paintings depicting love mythologies from 

Ovid's Meramorphoses. One of the first paintings Spranger presented to the Emperor upon 

his arriva1 in Prague, now lost and represented in a 1580 engaving by Jan Sadeler, is 

Nepune und (lumis from book twelve of 0vid7s Metomorphoses (fig. 30)." As tdd by 

Ovid, Caenis was a famous beauty, pursued by numerous suitors; nonetheless, she decided 

to pledge her hand to no one. Walking along a beacti she encountered the sea god Neptune 

who ravished her. He then offered to grant her any wish. Caenis tells Neptune: "this wrong 

you've done me needs an enormous wish - put pain like that beyond my power. Grant me 

to cease to be a woman." Caenis then became Caeneus, and spends his days in "men's 

Rudopnixhert Hofiitder (Miinchen: ROldenbourg Verlag, 1993). p. 180. 
w ~ ü l l e r  1993, p. 180. 
41 From Paoio Veronese he o r d d  a cycle wNtitutmg Allegories of love, h m  Jacopo Tintorctto he ordcred 
four paintings with mythoiogical subjm mater, and in 1586 Federigo Barrocci was asked to ptoduœ a painting 
on a profane theme of the Emperor's choice. FU&O& 1998. p. 20. 
'' Kauhann suggcsts that this painting was ükely compieted on commission M o r e  Spranger rcccived a fôrmal 
position at the court or presented to the emperor as a gift when he aitercd oourt savice. Kadimm 1988, p.250. 



pursuits."" Spranpr's work shows the moment when Neptune encounten Caenis. There is 

a decidedly sexual quality to the work, emphasised by the placement of the tail of the dead 

sea animal benveen the legs of ~ e ~ t u n e . "  

A second example of Spranger's oeuvre encompassing erotic qualities is his 

Hercufes, Deianira. and Nessus, dated to 1582, and taking up a story from book nine of 

Ovid's Metmorphoses. Hercules and his wife Deianira were standing at the side of a river 

which they deem impossible to cross. The centaur Nessus approaches and offers to carry 

Deianira over, suggesting that Hercules could then swirn. Upon reaching the other side, 

Hercules realizes that Nessus is ravishing his wife. He then kills Nessus with a single arrow. 

Spranger's painting shows the events afler the killing. The dead centaur lies at Hercules' 

feet. as he sweeps his wife off victoriowly. Again, Spranger brings humour to his painting 

with the figure of Cupid who makes the sign of the cuckold behind Deianira. The painting 

is nfe with eroticism in subject mater and style, particularly the manner in which Hercules 

is holding his wife. 

It is paintings such as thesr which have had the dubious distinction of defining 

perceptions of the Rudolf s character and his collecting tendencies. John Barclay, a Scottish 

émigré, described an imagined visit to the coun of Rudolf in his 1607 text Euphomionis 

Lusinini Saîyricon. Rudolf is thinly disguised as  Aquilius - an inverted and eccenîric 

monarch who has Iocked himself away with an elite group of painters and scientists, 

oblivious to the world outside his palace and dedicated to the arts and various pleasures. In 

" For this translation xe bltlville 1986, p.280. 
U Kaufmann cails this a -bawdy bisual pun.. .Sc!~'arr= (tail) = membrum virile in German slang" kufmam 
1988, p.250. 



punuit of "fke love instead of marriage," Aquilius' private chambers are full of statues and 

paintings, coyly described as "not the kind that would disturb the delights of his privacy by 

the memory of ~ a r s . ' ~ '  Barclay's version of Rudolf continues: 

. . . he confesses his desire in the pictures. Then the troops of his concubines 
are summoned, together with those virgins who greatly value to digest 
themselves of that title under the sign of Aquilius. He judges the women's 
beauty by the measure of his image, and she whom nature has formed most 
closely to that loveliness is granted good fortune for two or three nights. If 
he burns more violentiy still with love, if he breathes out his sou1 more 
sweetly in her embraces, he determines not to add her statue on the rostra, 
but rather to hang her li keness in his bed chamber?" 

Barclay's text has been pivotal for characterising Rudolf as a man obsessed with 

erotica - a patron whose sexual proclivities were expressed in paintings by Spranger. 

Rudolfs penonality, coupled with the stylized and intemvined figures of gods and heroes 

in paintings li ke Neptune and Caenis and Hercules, Deiunira and Nessus, have led some 

scholars to dismiss these mythological works as overtIy sexualised imitations of Titian and 

other Italian a~ists." As mentioned earlier, these paintings have been described by Kenneth 

Clark as "ripe with fevensh lubricity" and "embarrassing erotica,'" while Philip S. Fehl is 

thankful that Titian did not paint works as Spranger did, "works in which the gods are used 

to engage in quasi-coital embraces in Our presence - not like the gods will them but rather 

like amatory gladiatoa at the seMce of a gloating eye.'49 

-- - -- 

"~ohn Barclay, Euphonnior,is Lusiltini Suyricon. Trans. David A Fleming (Niaiwkoop: B.de Graaf: 1973) 
p.20 1. 
46 Barclay, Soryricoti, p.201. As a satire, it woutd be expected that Barclay's text is uqgerated; however, it 
is deeply relevant to this discussion as a source for popular perceptions of Rudolf 
47 Sec for example Venturi 1885, p.3. Vanuri discwes the Prague ooiieccion in tcrms of Rudolfs idiosyncracies. 

Kenneth Clark, The M e  (New York: Pantheon Books, 1956) p.336. 
49 Philip FehlmTitian and the Olympic Gods: the 'Camerino' for PMip Un 7kiano e léneziq C m g n o  
I n t e ~ ~ = i o ~ ~ l e  di Srudi (Vcrtice: Neri Pona Editore, 1980) p. 142. 



The tendency to discuss Spranger's love mythologies in these ternis ignores the 

context of the court, a court in which the emperor's idiosyncracies might have played a 

defining but certainly not a11 encompassing role. In the sixteenth century the sway of 

mythology was established in both art and literature, and the height of court fashion. 

Contemporary literary works used by painters included manuals and dictionaries that were 

derived from the medieval mythographical tradition." Karel van Mander's cornrnentary on 

Ovid's Metumorphoses was a popular source for the artists at Rudolf s court, and has been 

referred to as the "painter's bible" in this p ~ i o d . ~ '  The erotic themes popular in Rudoltine 

mythologies were also current in Netherlandish paintings, drawings and pnnts after 1 587. 

A depiction of the Wadislav Hall executed by the imperial printmaker Aegidius Sadeler in 

1607 shows the rxchanp oiworks dart in the Prague Castle (fig.32). The powtx of gmphic 

media for dissanination of imagery, and the exchange of ideas tlirough albums asscmbled 

by mvellers and collsctors, cannot be underestimated in this penod. For example, Karel van 

Mander descnbes the impact an engraving by Hendrick Goltzius after Spranger, Th2 Fevr  

oj'the Godv had an artists in the Netherlands (tig.33).5' 

Despite the importance of Rudolfine irnagery for northem art, despite the presence 

Evans wggests that "Xiannerist art manuals for instance are full of rnodeis to  be imiiated by the reader. but 
their mificiaiity is a cornplete rejection of Renaissance 'imitation', the assumption that nature can be mindlessly 
copied. This new respect for the ankt was a recognition of his power. and hence his irneUectual responsibility. 
in possessing private subjective access to great comiic secrets; while Manncrist expression - its conceits, its 
imagery. its fantasy - was oflen a d e l i t e  attempt to communicate profound insights." Evans 1974, p.261 
The renewal o f  the mythographicai tradition is evidenced by texts such as Boccaccio, Gurredogÿ of /hr Gd-$: 
Ldio Gregonio Cîiraldi, Hislay of rhe Natale Conti ï ' k  A@zhdog)., Vmcaiu, Cartari 7k Imges of the 
Go& Albricus, Imagvs of the Gucis. 
J 1 Majolein Leesburg, "Karel van Mander as a Paimer," Simioltrs 22 ( 1  9931 1994). p. 7. 
'' Kaumiann, p. 1 12. See Eric J. SIuijter. " S o m  Observations on the Choice of Narrative Mythological Subjects 
in Late Mannerist Painting in the hronhern Ketherlands." Nerherimtdish Mamertm (Stockholm. 1985). For 
Goltzîus see E. J.K Runicek, Die Zèichrmtigi var Hctdrick GoIcius, 2.~01s. (Utrecht, t 96 1 ). 



of "erotica" at other courts, the tendency remains to descnbe Spranger's paintings as 

unnaturai and decadent - manifestations of the desires of an over-sexed and eccentric 

patron." While there has been an irnpetm to contextualize the "erotica" of artists such as 

Titian by discussing his works as visual poetry, apart front the work of Thomas DaCosta 

Kaufhann, there is M e  intelligent discussion extant surrounding the Rudolfine love 

mytho~ogies.~ Rather than providing a defence against the historiography of Clark and Fehl. 

the questions posed of rhese images need to be changed. The emulation of Italian anists by 

Spranger requires investigation - as Kaufinann argues, the works of Spranger are Msual 

poesic in much the same way as Titian's. RudolFs collection of high Renaissance Italian 

mythologies andpoesk in the Kmstkummer afforded striking material for artists to emulate. 

Funher. a consideration of the love imagery in terms of the court is needed, a court 

which, as has been show, was alive with specific notions of cosmology. Günther Muller 

suggests that "the stronwst passions in court circles were eros and the \MI1 to pwer."" One 

could argue that within the A'imstk~mmer~ these impulses were inseparable. Whik Rudolfs 

love mythologies may have Functioned in part as entertainment, they were also part of a 

collection that was an important expression and consolidation of the ideology of rule. It is 

important to stress that the taste for mytho~ogical works at Rudolf s court was coupled with 

the traditional cosmology complete with its emphasis on deities as astrological symbols. It 

53 To name jus one other exampie, Federico Gomasa has also been descn'bed by scholars as having semol 
proclivities which played a determinhg role in his taste in m. 
5.1 See Charles Hope, "Problems of lnterpretation in ritian's Erotic Paintings" in Tiziam r I.'Prtezia: Comqpto 
hrrrna=iorw/e di Smdi (Venice: Neri Pozza Editore. 1980), pp. 1 13-1 13. Hope argues that Titian's works are 
restatements o f  cIassicaI works; the p r o h e  is "sanctioned" by a classical precedent and appropriate to 
aristocratie tastes or an imperial collection. As such. they were describeci aspoesie in Imperia1 inventories. 
'' Günther Muller, "Hofische Kultur." L)ertrscheburockjorsch~ng, Richard Aie- ed. (Koln: Kiepenhauer & 



seems simplistic to daim that pets, humanists, artists and collectors were simply drawn to 

subjrcts of a rnythological nature, or depicted them solcly with decarative intent. 

When considering these works as a group, a common feature which emerges is the 

depiction of opposites. In the contea of court cosmoiogy, the harmony and disjunction of 

different elements, as represented by mythological characters, is an important theme. For 

example, a frequently depicted subject in the laie sixteenth century was the allegory of 

Venus, Ceres and Bacchus. These gods representing love, food and wine epitomised 

harmony and pleasure when united When Ceres and Bacchus leave Venus, the resul t is bat 

love freezes? Love between gods and men epitomised the hannony and disjunction of 

different elements." Spranger's Neptune and <Uenis (tig.30) and Hercules. Deiunira, crnJ 

Ne.v.su.s (fig.3 1 ) were discussed at the begi~ing of tlus section in terms of their erotic subject 

marier. Yet the images also contain the resolution of seemingly contradictory elements. In 

each, a union is formed between a mortal and a deity. In each, death is underfoot - in the 

case of Neptune and Caenis, the dead ssa animal, and with Hercules and Drianint, the dead 

centaur Nessus. In contrast the union of lovers above epitornises life. Contrast is especially 

evident in Hercules. Deiuniru and Nessus, where the ruddy, rich red skin tones of the 

archetypically masculine Hercules are markedly different from the courtly ferninine 

Deianira's pale skin, a defining characteristic of Rudolfine love mythologies and mannerist 

Witsch, 1965) p. 187. 
ïhe popular proverb fiom Terence. "Sirie Cerere er BacchocfnEet I h t r f  is a theme illustrated in a number 

of  works by Spranger and von Aachen. See Dirk Kocks, "Sine Cerere et Libero Friget Venus: Zu einem 
manieristischen Bildthema. seiner erfolgreichsten Kompositionellen Fassung und defen Rezeption bis in das 18. 
Jahrhundert," Jahrbirch der Hamburger Ktrrtstscnnrnlmrgen 24 ( 1979). pp. 1 1 7-42. 
'' Apart from Ka- Bucher also disaisses the union of opposites as deepiy relevant to an understanding 
o f  Rudotfine imagery. Roman Bucher, "Gottliche Lieôschaften: mythologische Themen in der Rudolfinischen 



painting in general. 

Themes of contrast are also apparent in a pair of images executed by Spranger 

around t 585: G/uucï~~. undScyIlu and Sctfrnucr.s u d H e m p h r d ~ t e ,  both now in the Vienna 

Kunsthistorisches Museum. Both are rare subjects in the history of art. Their similar 

composition and dimensions suggest they were intended to be cornpanion pieces. Both 

depict a wish for an amorous union, an eventual rejection, and a tragic ending. As suggested 

by Karl Schütz, they are characteristic of Spranger's epigrammatic concept of mythological 

subjects in their ernphasis on a basic idea in concenmited form, rather than depicting the 

story in epic b ~ a d t h . ~ ~  As wvill be shown, they also contain important themes of the 

repulsion and resolution of elements. 

The tint depicu a story from book eight of Ovid's Mer~~rnorp~~uses. Glaucus, having 

accidentally eaten a magic herb, is transformed fiom fisherman into a sea god. He 

encounters the nymph Scylla and falls in love instantly. While he attempts to explain his 

condition and begs her to stay, Scylla flees, repulsed by Glaucus' appearance. Glaucus pays 

to the goddess Circe that Scylla will return his love. However, Circe, who loves Glaucus 

herself, in her jealousy triinsforms Scylla into a monster. 

In the work by Spranger, the initial encounter between Glaucus and Scylla is s h o w  

with the gesturees of both figures suggestive of a dialogue. On the le& Glaucus is at the edge 

of a body of w te r  with his fish tail clearly shown behind him, his facial expression and 

han& indicative of his longhg for Scylla. He gazes implonngly upwrds at the nymph who 

i-iofmalerei," Die Krrr~t 8 ( 1988). p.6 1 CL 1 7. 
'' Karl Schuy "The Empire of the Senses: Barti iotow Spranget's Fiemish Romanist Paintings for thc 
Emperor Rudolf ïï of Habsburg," fi4R 1 5 Oct ( 1993, p.22. 



towen over him, and gestures to himself humbly with his leA hand as if to offer himself to 

her or confess his love. In contrast Scylla stands at the edge of the water apprehensively, 

gathering up her dress with her lefi hand, and gesniring with her ri@ hand towards Glaucus' 

metamorphosed body. Her expression offers less in the way of emotion, and she appears 

almost apologetic or amused. 

As mentioned, the subject is scarce in the history of a d 9  Cavalli-Bjorkmann, 

Kauhann and ~oneEny, al1 note that the scene presents two individuals of strikingly 

different physicality and age." The elder Glaucus with his darker skin tones is contrasted 

with the young Scylla and her pale skin. As noted above, the faces and gestures of the two 

figures are expressive of contrasting emotions. Scylla is not amcted to Glaucus - they do 

not corne together in harmony. 

Sulmcts and Hermuphrocl~te is another subject which is rareiy depicted? In this 

scene from book four of Ovid's hlerumorphoses, the water nymph Salmacis is show spying 

on Hermaphrodite, the son of Hermes and Aphrodite. Struck with love for the boy, and then 

rejected by hm, Salmacis secretly observes him sitting on the d g e  of her magic p l .  When 

he finally removes his clothes and dives in, Salmacis follows hirn into the water and 

embraces him. Hermaphrodite s ~ ~ g g l e s  to escape, and Salmacis prays to the gods that they 

will never be parted Her prayer is quite literally answered, and the bodies of Salmacis and 

There are five representation s of Glaucus and Scylla cited in Pigler 1956: an anonymous sixteenth ccntury 
drawing, a terracotta reliefby Adriaen de Vries ( 1  560-1626); a drawing by Cornelis van Poelenburgh (1586- 
1667); a drawing by Hendrick van Limborch (168 1-1 759). 

For an extensive discussion of these contrasts see Cavalli-Bjorkmann 1988; Kaumiann 1985, pp.29-46; 
K o n h y  I989/ 1990. pp.22-40. 
6 1 Pider divides representations of Salrnacis and Hermaphrodite into two types: representations of  Salrnacis 
eavesdropping on Hermaphrodite, and Salamacis and Hermaphrodite embracing. See Pigler 1956; Hendnck 



Hermaphrodite are then fused into one. The embrace is a reluctant one equated with death. 

Spranger's painting depicts the two figures before their fateful ernbrace. At the left Salmacis 

stands behind a tree, hiding fiom Hermaphrodite. S he draws her gannent in front of her eyes, 

and peeks over at the boy, who is simng on the edge of the water and is looking in the 

opposite direction from where Salmacis stands. Salmacis is posed holding her leR sandal, 

and Hermaphrodite is also psping his leR f ~ o t . ~ ~  Both figures are weanng linle clothing. 

As with Gfaucus and S c y h  the image is rich with contrasts and antithesis. They come 

together in the embrace, only reluctantly. In his commentary on Ovid's Metamorphures, 

Karel van Mander States that this episode has relevance for those contemplating mamage. 

Those who are bom under the planet Mercury, he writes, are oRen attracted to members of 

both sexes. He claims that clear and pure water, such as that of the magical pool of 

Salamacis, can help two become one?' 

3.3 Imperia1 metamorphosis: Rudolf il as Vertumnus 

A discussion of the relevance of cosmology to the work of painters in the sixteenth 

century would be incomplete without a consideration of the elemental compositions of 

Giuseppe Arcimboldo ( 1527-1 593), a painter fiom Milan who prior to his cal1 to the court 

of Rudolf II in 1580 had been in the employ of Maximilian II. A series executed for 

Maximilian II in 1569 involving Arcimboldo's composite heads shows the four elements, 

- . - - - - - 

ûoltzius, Pictcr tastman and Jan Simonsz. qnas arc ail citcd as dcpicting this subja.  
'' Some commentaton believe the figure of Hermaphrodite was modelled ~ 4 e r  z SprrKuio, t!?e %om-piler," 
a figure copied with great fiequency in the fifieenth and sixteenth centuries. See Kone&y 1989, p.50; 
Heckscher. "Dornauszieher," Reallexikotr =tu Kmstgeschichte, 4 (Stuttgart 1958). pp.289-299. 
63 Sandran 1675. p.47. 



as symbolized by the animais appropriate to each. Again, the reinforcement of imperial 

authority through the use of cosmological pnnciples is apparent Wufer is made up of various 

crustaceans, fish, snakes and shells (fig.36). Wearing the order of the Golden Fleece and a 

powder horn with the coat of arms of the hous of Austria, Fire is made up of candles, 

burning w d ,  and pistols (fig. 37). The peacock, heraldic beast of the Habsburgs, figures 

prominently in the depiction of Air, as does the imperial eagle (fig. 38). Earth is wearing a 

sheepskin and lion skin, again references to the Habsburg dynasty. It will do well to note that 

miditional astrologica1 notions are manifest in Earth - as noted by Kauhann, Taunis was 

traditionally regarded as governing the neck, and Aries the head, and both these creatures 

have been assiged the appropriate location in Arcimboldo's painting.a 

In this context Arcimboldo's painting of Rudulfu.~ Vertumnm, composed entirely of 

fmits and vegetables, need not be interpreted as a jolie at the Emperor's expense (fig.40)."' 

Rather, RudoIf's metamorphosis into the Ovidian god of the seasons can be interpreted as 

a glorification of the sitter, if the cosmolo~cal context tiom which it arose is taken into 

account. In combining the varied elements of al1 the seasons into one image, Rudolf in a 

sense \vas regarded as d e r  of these seasons and by extension the elements as well. The 

harmony that exists between the various fhits and vegetables of Arcimboldo's painting 

parallels the harmony that exists under the rule of the Habsburg emperor. This typifies the 

"cuit" of the Imperia1 hero. It also lends credence to the view that "dream pictures, 

Kauhann 1 988, p. i 66. 
65 Interpreting Arcimboldo's painting as jokes has a long tradition, beiginning in the 16th ccntury wkn his w r k s  
were sometimes refend t o  as schexi. Continuing this tradition Lui@ Lanzi wrote in the 18th century that 
Arcimboldo made jokes with his b w h ,  while in 1908 Chartes Sterling descn'bed a painting by Arcimboldo as 
"a scherzo wonhy of adorning a curiosity cabmet, where it could weii assume a place beside a grotesque fetus." 



grotesques, emblems, and other comparabIe creations of the Renaissance often posited a 

deeper meaning within a playful frarnewo~k.'~ 

The painting \vas presented to Rudolf in 159 1, accompanied by a poem wittrn by 

Gregorio Comanini, a Lateran canon who knew Arcimboldo well!' Praising both the artist 

and the ernperor, Comanini admonishes the viewer to refrain fiom smiling at the serious 

content of the painting. ïhe  emperor's metamorphosis into the god of the seasons is cause 

to bow d o m  to Rudolf while singing the praises of Arcimboldo. Significantly, there is a 

discussion of how Arcimboldo, in li ke manner to Jupiter ending chaos and putting order into 

the elements, has created an image out of disjunctive pans. Harmony is crucial to the 

painter's task, as it is to the ernperor's rule. 

3.4 Conclusion 

Arcimboldo's designation of the elements and seasons as servants of the Habsburgs 

is analogous to contemporary perceptions of the imperial Kunstkummer. Since the 

microcosm of the Kunstkummer whic h Rudoi f commanded correspnded to the macrocosm, 

it could be conceived that Rudolf niled over the greater world and its seasons and elements. 

It is not remote to suggest that the Aluns~k~ntmer was viewed a manifestation of cosmic 

harmony and the antithesis of chaos. Arcimboldo's depiction of Verrumnus embodies this 

ideal in the figure of the emperor. As a way of understanding, perhaps even connolling, the 

macrocosm of the world through the microcosm assembted., the harmonious conjunction of 

Kaufmann, Muster- of Nutt~re, p. 102. 
66 Kaut'mann, 7ne Maslery of Nantre, p. 102. 
'' The Latin text is repmduced in E h f h m ,  pp. 197-205. 



pans of the univene could be understood by the owner of such a Kumfkamrner. 

The impact of such a collection in the context of the court cannot be undenstimated 

As a sign of favor and a routine of court receptions, the Kunvrkamrner was shown regularly 

ro visiting dignitaries and ambassadon. The collection must have had a reprexntative role 

in diplomacy. In this context it does not seem plausible that the love mythologies which 

Rudolf collected and commissioned were private aberrations. As part of the carefully 

organized display of natural and amficial objects, these Ovidian love stories codd have been 

viewed as embodying the basic cosmologcal principles of attraction and repdsion of various 

elements. The tenacity of the traditional cosmology at the court suggests that these deities 

had retained more than a decorative function. Just as the variety of objects housed in the 

collection were used by scholars and scientists as more than mere "curiosities," these 

painting functioned on a more serious level than has been previously acknowledgd in this 

context it becornes increasingly di ffïcult to speak of the sixteenth-century Kunsfkarnrner as 

"a mere extravagance of simile.'"" 



Conclusion 

In the seventeenth century, new rnethods of science would contribute to a shifi 

away from the magical cosmology which was so integral to activities at Rudolf s coun. 

Roponents of a rnystical-occult world view debated with those who sought a 

mathematical approach to nature. The world would corne to be interpreted more or Iess as 

a mechanism. In this world view, the images and objects of a Kunstkarnmer would no 

longer be thought to provide privileged insight into the natural world as defined by the 

humanist doctrine of the microcosm and macrocosm. 

In characterizing such a shifi it is important to acknowledge the role that magic 

played in investigations of nature. In his discussion of late renaissance science, Allen G. 

Debus writes that "today we find it easy - and necessary - to separate 'science' fmm 

occult interests: but many then could not."' As has been seen at the court of Kudolf II the 

relevance of cosmology in its context cannot be underestimated. In chapter two, it was 

shown that rather than impedinç observation over nature, astroloçical tenets, epitomized 

by the horoscopes and allegories of Rudolfine artists, provided an impetus for the precise 

and mathematical observations of the heavens of Tycho de Brahe and Johannes Kepler. 

The magical Kmrkummer afforded the possibility for scientists to investigate nururul~u 

and artrficruha and have access to the rnost advanced scientific instruments of the &y. 

The Kumckcrmmer also functioned in various court adVities as support for an ideology 

and system of rule, which was bound up with contemporary notions of cosmology. As 

discussed in chapter three, mythological paintings housed in the K m k a m m e r  had 
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representational, allegorical and even possibly cosmic significance. The collection was 

not simply the reserve of the initiated, or an impediment to a collaborative approach. As 

such, the idea that the magical cosmology was an impediment to the "new science" is in 

need of revision. 

It has been shown that works of art at the court of Rudolf II cannot be treated in 

isolation of these intellectual changes. In 1953 Jean Semec descnbed the dificulties 

inherent in his study of the Renaissance: "to pioneer in a region which is the meeting 

place of several disciplines and so belongs spectficaily to none, to plant sigiposts there 

and open up vistas which may help to orient other travrlen - this is the end to which my 

efforts have been directed.'" It is hoped that this thesis has made a similar contribution. 

-- - - - - - - 

1 AIE, C. &VUS, L t Z ~ ~  mKi , W ~ E -  i z i  I ~ G .  Rt-misxzxcc (CmibriZ~c: Cambridge Uirivcrsity Press, 1975 

! o z ,  3 , r-- 
!mn Cemec, 7% Crrn*it.cll of the Pagurt G d s  wew York: Pantheon Books. 1953), p.? 
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